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Abstract

With the development of the synthetic biology, we can better understand the functions and
structures of natural biological systems, and mass-produce many materials from organisms by
designing and constructing the biological systems. For example, producing ethanol from E.coli,
turning the corn and other plants into biofuels through yeast, etc. Moreover, the new energy
and medical treatment, even the artificial life may become possible to be created. With these
features, the researches of the synthetic biology are being taken seriously by many countries,
since they have the ability to start a revolution, which can change our lives. However, modifying
(deleting or adding) the minimum functions in a complex biological system for these purposes
is still one of major challenges.

In this study, we consider the minimum reaction modifications of metabolic networks for
constraint satisfaction. Three problems are defined, which are called the Minimum Reaction
Insertion (MRI) problem, the Minimum Knockout for Multiple Networks (MKMN) problem,
and the Boolean Reaction Modification (BRM) problem.

The MRI problem is defined as finding the minimum number of additional reactions from
a reference metabolic network to a host metabolic network so that a target compound becomes
producible in the revised host metabolic network. The reference metabolic network is defined as
a metabolic network that contains the reactions of all organisms. The definition of the MKMN
problem is that, given two metabolic networks N1 and N2, a set of source compounds, and a
set of target compounds, we must find the minimum set of reactions whose removal (knockout)
ensures that the target compounds are not producible in N1, but are producible in N2. The
definition of the BRM problem is that, two metabolic networks, a host network and a reference
network are given in the Boolean model, we should find the reaction set where the total number
of removal reactions from the host network and added reactions from the reference network is
the minimum, so that the toxic (undesired) compounds are not producible, but the necessary
(desired) compounds become producible in the resulting host network.

Although similar problems have been studied, to our knowledge, this is the first research
for the MRI, MKMN, and BRM problems. We develop the corresponding Integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) formalization based methods combined with the feedback vertex set (FVS)
for reducing the computational complexity. Computational experiments are conducted with
the metabolic network data downloaded from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) database. The results show that the proposed methods can appropriately solve the
MRI, MKMN, and BRM problems and are applicable to large scale-networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Metabolism is one of the most important biological processes in organisms. The metabolic net-
work is a complex network, it represents the the relations between enzymes catalyzed reactions
and chemicals in the metabolism of a living cell [76]. Since many of these metabolic processes
can produce commodity and specialty chemicals, the manipulation of metabolisms has been
extensively studied in the field of metabolic engineering, such as synthetic biology. The goal
of synthetic biology is to engineer and design the biological organisms, it is developing rapidly
due to the advances in biology, chemical, and computer technology. According to the synthetic
biology, we can better understand the functions and structures of natural biological systems,
and mass-produce many materials from organisms by designing and constructing the biological
systems. For example, producing ethanol fromE.coli, and turning the corn or other plants into
biofuels through yeast, etc. [7, 90]. Moreover, the new energy and medical treatment, even the
artificial life may become possible to be created. With these features, the researches of the syn-
thetic biology are being taken seriously by many countries, since they have the ability to start
a revolution, which can change our lives. At present, one of the most successful applications
of metabolic engineering is production of industrially valuable products using a microbial host
with recombinant technologies [13]-[6]. Techniques for production of desired chemicals using
a microbial host are roughly classified into the following three types [64]: (a) combinations of
existing pathways, (b) engineering of existing pathways, and (c) de novo pathway design. In (a),
partial pathways can be recruited from independent organisms and co-localized in a single host.
For example, 1,3-propanediol is synthesized by Nakamuraetal . in which pathways from Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae and Klebsiella pneumonia were assembled inE.coli [61], and another
example is the production of artemisinic acid, a precursor to the plant-based anti-malarial drug
artemisinin in yeast [67]. In (b), new non-natural chemicals can be produced by engineering
existing routes [18, 56]. (c) is realized by the combination of (a) and (b), that is, the recruitment
of partial pathways from different species and the use of engineered enzymes for extensions of
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.2. MOTIVATION

pathways. It is to be noted that (a) focuses on the topology of the given metabolic networks,
while (b) and (c) utilize the information of the structures of chemicals as well.

However, modifying (deleting or adding) the minimum functions in a complex biological
system for our purposes is still one of major challenges. This thesis describes three novel prob-
lems for the metabolic network modification, which are called the Minimum Reaction Insertion
(MRI) problem, the Minimum Knockout for Multiple Networks (MKMN) problem, and the
Boolean Reaction Modification (BRM) problem. Although similar problems have been stud-
ied, to our knowledge, this is the first research for the MRI, MKMN, and BRM problems.
We also developed the corresponding integer linear programming (ILP) formalization based
methods using the feedback vertex set (FVS) and reduce the computational complexity. The
developed software can also be downloaded from the websites. This research may contribute to
the synthetic biology.

1.2 Motivation

There are mainly two goals for the metabolic engineering in synthetic biology [14].
The first goal is modeling the metabolic network pathways quantitatively. For simple metabolic

networks, the metabolisms in a live cell can be predicted easily by using a sophisticated model.
For example, an elaborate model of the metabolism in the red blood cell has been constructed
for analyzing the behaviors of the cell in various environments [34]. For complex metabolic
networks, the simple models cannot be applied to explore the intricacy responses of the cells.
Therefore, more complex models are developed to detect the different metabolic states and the
control levels of metabolic networks. For example, some of these complex models have been
used to study the hepatic metabolism under the different physiological conditions [3]-[16].

The second goal is directly engineering the metabolic pathways to reach desired goals. The
corresponding approaches are generally involved the insertion, or deletion of the reactions for
the metabolic networks. Moreover, the minimal reaction modifications are also required for
avoiding the side-effects, which may disable the desired functions of the metabolic networks.
For the production application, the production of lycopene (an effective anticancer agent con-
tained in tomatoes, carrots, etc.) inE.coli can be increased by 40% according to knocking out
some target genes [5]. For the midical applications, the inborn errors of metabolism can be
detected and new metabolic pathways can also be created for improving the cure of the disease.
For example, the phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH)-deficient mouse can be cured by redesign-
ing the metabolic network of the mouse [27]. In the future, even the total artifical metabolic
networks can be constructed by the developemnt of synthetic biology.

As mentioned above, since the insertion and deletion may influence the desired functions of
the metabolic networks, modifying the smallest functions in the complex metabolic networks
for the desired goals is very difficult. In this thesis, we propose three novel problems MRI,
MKMN, and BRM, which are related to the metabolic network engineering. Since each of the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.3. CONTRIBUTION

problem is NP-complete, we developed ILP based methods to solve these problems.
ILP is widely used in planning, scheduling, network analysis, etc. [12]. It is that of calcu-

lating whether there exists an integer solution for a given set of linear equality and inequality
constraints, where the solution is maximum or minimum. ILP is a powerful solver for NP-
complete problems. An ILP includes variables, constraints and an objective function. For a
given problem, we only need to convert the definition of the problem, corresponding elements,
and goal into the linear equality and inequality constraints, variables of the linear equalities and
inequalities, and objective function, respectively. Therefore, the solution can be obtained by cal-
culating the linear equalities and inequalities, where the variables are optimized and able to let
the objective function hold. Moreover, the computational complexity of ILP can be decreased
by reducing the number of variables.

Since the problem can be solved by deciding the values of finite variables in ILP, we also
developed heuristic approximation algorithms to solve the MKMN and BRM problems. In
heuristic approximation algorithms, the number of variables is limited to a little number. Al-
though the solutions of the approximation algorithms may not always be optimal, they satisfy
the conditions of the problems, and the solutions can be obtained very fast even for large scale
metabolic networks.

Computer experiments show that our methods can solve the three problems in real size
networks. We hope that this studies can contribute to the metabolic enginerring of the synthetic
biology.

1.3 Contribution

In this thesis, we present three novel problems related to the metabolic network modification.
In Chapter 3, we consider the MRI problem for finding the minimum number of additional

reactions from a reference metabolic network to a host metabolic network so that a target com-
pound becomes producible in the revised host metabolic network in a Boolean model. Although
a similar problem for larger networks is solvable in a flux balance analysis (FBA)-based model
[79], the solution of the FBA-based model tends to include more reactions than that of the
Boolean model. However, solving MRI using the Boolean model is computationally more ex-
pensive than using the FBA based model since the Boolean model needs more integer variables.
Therefore, in this study, to solve MRI for larger networks in the Boolean model, we have de-
veloped an efficient Integer Programming formalization method in which the number of integer
variables is reduced by the feedback vertex set. As a result of computer experiments conducted
using the data of metabolic networks ofE.coli and reference networks downloaded from the
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database, we have found that the de-
veloped method can appropriately solve MRI in the Boolean model and is applicable to large
scale-networks for which exhaustive search does not work.

We have also compared the developed method with the existing connectivity-based meth-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.3. CONTRIBUTION

ods [59] and FBA-based methods [79], and show the difference between the solutions of our
method and the existing methods. A theoretical analysis of MRI is also conducted, and the
NP-completeness of MRI is proved in the Boolean model.

In Chapter 4, we consider the MKMN problem whereby, given two metabolic networks N1
and N2, a set of source compounds, and a set of target compounds, we must find the minimum
set of reactions whose removal (knockout) ensures that the target compounds are not producible
in N1, but are producible in N2.

Similar studies exist in a sense of finding the minimum knockout with the smallest side-
effect for a single network. Acuna,et al. [2], Ballerstein,et al. [11], Burgard,et al. [15],
Hädicke,et al. [25], Jiang,et al. [35], Kim, et al. [40], Klaim, et al. [41, 42, 43], Segre,et al.
[73], Shlomi,et al. [74], Stelling,et al. [78], Tamura,et al. [82], Tepper,et al. [84], Trinh, et
al. [85], Unrean,et al. [87], and Zhao,et al. [91] study the problem by using the flow model.
On the other hand, Lemke,et al. [51], Smart,et al. [77], and Tamura,et al [81, 83] use the
Boolean model to study the problem. All of these studies can analyze the reaction knockouts
in one metabolic network. However, if technologies of external perturbations are advanced in
near future, it may be important to develop methods of computing the MKMN.

FBA is efficient if a well-polished model is available. However, that is not always the case.
Therefore, in this study, we study MKMN in Boolean models and an elementary mode (EM)-
based model. ILP-based methods are developed for these models, since MKMN is NP-complete
for both the Boolean model and the EM-based model. Computer experiments are conducted
with metabolic networks ofclostridiumperfringens SM101 andbifidobacteriumlongum

DJO10A respectively known as bad bacteria and good bacteria for human intestine. The results
show that larger networks are more likely to have MKMN solutions. However, solving for these
larger networks takes a very long time, and often the computation cannot be completed. This is
reasonable, because small networks do not have many alternative pathways, making it difficult
to satisfy the MKMN condition whereas in large networks the number of candidate solutions
explodes.

In Chapter 5, we consider BRM problem, where a host metabolic network and a reference
metabolic network are given in the Boolean model, the host network initially produces some
toxic compounds and cannot produce some necessary compounds, but the reference network
can produce the necessary compounds, and we should minimize the total number of removed
reactions from the host network and added reactions from the reference network so that the toxic
compounds are not producible, but the necessary compounds are producible in the resulting host
network.

The modification problems have been studied in flux balance analysis, elementary mode,
and Boolean models. Concretely, the gap-filling and orphan-filling problems are studied by
Fong, S.et al. [22], Hatzimanikatis, V.et al. [28], Herrg̊ard, M.J. [31], Kumar. V.S [44, 45],
and Reed, J.L.et al [66]. The problems of the reaction insertion and knockouts are also studied
as mentioned above. However, to our knowledge, this paper is the first research for the BRM
problem.

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.4. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

Since the BRM is proved to be NP-complete, we developed ILP-based methods. Compu-
tational experiments were conducted withE.coli and the reference metabolic network down-
loaded from the KEGG database. The result of the computational experiments shows that the
proposed method can appropriately solve BRM even for genome-scale networks.

1.4 Organization of the thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we briefly review the fundamental knowledge for this research, which includes

the synthetic biology, metabolic network, and analytical methods of the metabolic network.
In Chapter 3, we describe the MRI problem. To solve MRI for larger networks in the

Boolean model, we apply the minimal valid assignment (MinVA) to the Boolean model, and
develop an efficient ILP formalization method in which the number of integer variables is re-
duced by the FVS. As a result of computer experiments conducted using the data of metabolic
networks ofE.coli and reference networks downloaded from the KEGG database, we find that
the developed method can appropriately solve MRI in the Boolean model and is applicable to
large scale networks for which an exhaustive search does not work.

In Chapter 4, we propose the MKMN problem. We study the MKMN problem in Boolean
models and an elementary mode (EM)-based model. Because MKMN is NP-complete for both
the Boolean model and the EM-based model, ILP-based methods are developed for these two
models. Computer experiments are conducted with metabolic networks ofclostridiumperfrin

gens SM101 andbifidobacteriumlongum DJO10A respectively, known as bad bacteria and
good bacteria for human intestine. The results show that larger networks are more likely to have
MKMN solutions.

In Chapter 5, we define the BRM problem. We develop ILP-based method to solve the BRM
problem. Computational experiments are conducted withE.coli and the reference metabolic
network downloaded from the KEGG database. The result of the computational experiments
shows that the proposed method can appropriately solve BRM even for genome-scale networks.

In Chapter 6, we provide conclusions of this thesis, and discuss the future directions of this
research.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter is divided into three sections that can be read separately. We briefly review funda-
mental knowledge that relates to this thesis. In section 2.1, we outline the scope of the synthetic
biology. In section 2.2, we introduce the metabolic network that is the object of our study. In
section 2.3, we explain several major analytical models of the metabolic network.

2.1 Synthetic biology

Synthetic biology can be used to design and engineer the biologically based parts, novel devices
and systems, as well as redesign the existing or natural biological systems. The development of
synthetic biology can be traced to last decade. In recent years, with the revolution in molecular
biology and the advent of the next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, synthetic biology
is developing rapidly [86]. At present, we have the ability to modify and construct the DNA
sequences for building whole genomes, and engineer new biological parts, devices and systems
to achieve certain desired functions. With the development of synthetic biology, it will take a
major impact on the medical technology, industrial production, environment and energy [20,
86].

Since synthetic biology enables the economic growth and job creation by revitalizing ex-
isting industries and creating innovative new sectors, many countries give priority to the de-
velopment of synthetic biology. USA provides full support to synthetic biology, showing a
strong power as the world leader. EU provides a national fund to support the development of
synthetic biology for each member country. China have made a fund and policy priority for
synthetic biology. Japan attaches importance to synthetic biology researches, many universities
and companies start up their own projects [20, 58].

6



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 2.2. METABOLIC NETWORKS

2.2 Metabolic networks

Metabolism is one of most important biological processes, which occurs in the cells of living or-
ganisms. Fig.2.1shows the metabolism of our body [60]. Various compounds can be converted
into other compounds through the enzyme catalyzed reactions of metabolism.

Figure 2.1:The metabolism of our body[60].

These relations between reactions and compounds in the metabolism are often represented
by metabolic networks.

Fig. 2.2 shows the citric acid cycle, which is also called Krebs cycle or TCA cycle [37].
Citric acid cycle is an important metabolic pathway, sincenicotinamideadeninedinucleotide

(NADH) andflavinadeninedinucleotide (FADH2) are produced by this process. NADH and
FADH2 are utilized for producingadenosinetriphosphate (ATP). Citric acid cycle can be
found in every aerobic metabolism. In Fig.2.2, the compounds and reactions are represented
by the rounded rectangles and rectangles, respectively. The function of the reaction is repre-
sented by an arrow connecting a compound, where the direction of the arrow shows whether
the compound is substrate or product. The solid arrows show the direct relationships in the
metabolism, and the dashed arrows represent the nodes have indirect interactions with other
metabolism. In our research, the reactions and compounds of the metabolic network are repre-
sented by rectangles and circles, respectively.

Moreover, some reactions that have bidirectional arrows can be found in the metabolic net-
work as shown in Fig.2.2. These reactions are called the reversible reactions. Fig.2.3 (A)
shows an example of the reversible reaction, where C1, C2, C3, and C4 represent the com-
pounds, R1 represents the reversible reaction. Since the bidirectional arrows can make the
metabolic network become difficult to be handled, a reversible reaction Rxxx is decomposed
into two irreversible reactions Pxxx and Qxxx in our research as shown in Fig.2.3(B).

7



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 2.3. ANALYTICAL METHODS OF THE METABOLIC NETWORK

Figure 2.2:The metabolic network of citric acid cycle.

C1

C2

C3

C4

R1

C1

C2

C3

C4

P1

Q1

Figure 2.3:The conversion of the reversible reaction.

In Fig. 2.3 (B), the reversible reaction R1 is decomposed into two irreversible reactions P1
and Q1, therefore the reversible reaction R1 can be handled by solving the cycle consisted by
P1 and Q1.

2.3 Analytical methods of the metabolic network

It seems that there are three major models for modifying the metabolic networks, that is, the
connectivity model, the flow model, and the Boolean model.

In the connectivity model such as [62], which minimizes the number of enzymatic steps,

8



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 2.3. ANALYTICAL METHODS OF THE METABOLIC NETWORK

the producibility of target compounds is judged by the connectivity between source and target
compounds. After the source and target compounds are connected by the additional reactions,
the producibility is often evaluated by such a flow model as flux balance analysis (FBA) or
elementary mode (EM) [29], in which the sum of incoming flows must equal to the sum of
outgoing flows for each compound and the ratio of the amount of substrates, and products
must satisfy coefficients given in each chemical reaction formula. In the Boolean model, each
reaction occurs if all its substrates are producible whereas each compound is producible if one of
its producing reactions occurs [26]. The source compounds are calledseedsand the producible
compounds are called thescopeof the seed. In this model, a Boolean function of “AND”
is attached to each reaction node and “OR” is attached to each compound node in metabolic
networks.

For example, suppose that there is a chemical reaction ”A+B→ C+D”, where A and B are
called substrates, whereas C and D are called products. In the connectivity model, either A or B
is necessary to produce C and D, whereas both A and B are necessary for the Boolean model. In
the flow model including FBA, in addition to the condition that both A and B must exist, both
C and D are necessary to be consumed by other reactions. Thus, each model outputs a different
solution for producing desired compounds.

The genaral connectivity model, FBA, EM, and the Boolean model are briefly introduced in
the following.

2.3.1 General connectivity model

The general connectivity model can be simply specified as a link list of the network. The link
list shows the valid influence between the source node and the target node in the network, where
(a, b) means that there exists a link froma to b as shown in Fig.2.4. Moreover, the pair (a, b)
and the pair (b, a) represent two different influence in the network. For the link list of Fig.2.4,
L1 shows that C4 is affected by C1, and L3 shows that C4 is affected by C2.

In the undirected graph, the influence is defined only in the link list like L3 and L5 shown in
Fig. 2.4. In the directed graph, the influence should be not only represented as a directed edge
in the graph, but also defined in the link list like L1, L2 and L3 in Fig.2.4.

For the practical applications of the general connectivity model, an adjacency matirxA is
used to instead of the link list as shown in Fig.2.4, whereA[i, j] = 1 represents thati affects
j, andA[i, j] = 0 represents thati does not affectj, so that the network can be analyized by
calculating the adjacency matrix.

2.3.2 Flux balance analysis (FBA)

Flux balance analysis (FBA) is a widely used flow model of the metabolic network, in particular
the genome-scale metabolic network [63]. FBA calculates the flux of the metabolites in the
metabolic network, so that the metabolic network can be quantitatively analyzed.
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C1 C2

C4

C3

List of links

L1 = (C1, C4)

L2 = (C2, C1)

L3 = (C2, C4)

L4 = (C3, C4)

L5 = (C4, C2)

Adjacency matrix

A = 

C1 C2 C3 C4

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

Figure 2.4:The general connectivity model.

In FBA, the sum of incoming flows must be equal to the sum of outgoing flows for each
compound and the ratio of the amount of substrates and products. For example, suppose that
there is a reaction R1: C1 + C2→ C3 + C4, where C1 and C2 are called substrates, C3 and C4
are called products. In the Boolean model, only C1 and C2 are necessary for R1 to take place,
though C3 and C4 do not relate to other reactions. However, in the flow models, all of C1, C2,
C3, and C4 are necessary for R1 to take place.

Moreover, FBA can calculate the genome-scale networks very quickly, since for which there
exists polynomial time algorithms [38]. However, the result of FBA tends to include more nodes
than that in the Boolean model, because each node is affected not only by the incoming flows
but also by the outgoing flows.

Fig. 2.5shows an example of FBA, where the input fluxes of the reactions R1, R2, and R3
areiR1 1, iR2 1, iR2 2, andiR3 1 respectively. The output fluxes of these reactions areoR1 1, oR2 1,
oR3 1, andoR3 2 respectively.

In order to produce the target compound C4 from the source compound C1, R1, R2, and R3
are necessary in FBA, whereas only R1 and R2 are needed in the Boolean model.

2.3.3 Elementary mode (EM)

Elementary mode (EM) is a flow model of the metabolic network. It is a minimal set of reactions
in a steady state, in which all irreversible reactions are used in the appropriate direction [70, 71].
All minimal subnetworks of the metabolic network that function in steady state can be identified
by EMs. The EM is widely used in cellular metabolism analysis.

An example of the elementary model is shown in Fig.2.6 , where the Fig.2.6 (A) shows
the metabolic network, and the Fig.2.6 (B) shows the elementary modes and all minimal sub-
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R1: C1 → C2
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R3: C3 → C5 + C6

Source node Target node

Figure 2.5:The flux balance analysis (FBA) of the metabolic network.

networks of the network. It should be noted that the reversible reaction R6 is decomposed into
two irreversible reactions P6 and Q6 in the network. The minimal subnetworks are constructed
according to EMs, and each minimal subnetwork can function in the steady state.

2.3.4 Boolean model

The Boolean model is one of the simplest information retrieval models. The Boolean model of
a metabolic network can be defined as follows.

The metabolic network is converted into a directed graphG = (V,E). There are two types
of node setsVc andVr, whereVc represents the set of compounds andVr represents the set
of reactions. Each compound node is represent by an ”OR” node, and each reaction node is
represented by an ”AND” node.V = Vc ∪ Vr andVc ∩ Vr = {} hold. The neighbours of each
compound node must be the reaction nodes, and the neighours of each reaction node must be
the compound nodes.Vs is called the source node set, whereVs ⊆ Vc. The metabolism starts
from the source nodes. Each node is assigned either ”0” or ”1” in the Boolean model. For a
compound node, ”1” means producible and ”0” means not producible. For a reaction node, ”1”
means active and ”0” means inactive. For each nodev ∈ V , v=0 (resp.,v=1) represents that
”0” (resp., ”1”) is assigned tov. The value of the source node is always ”1”.

Fig. 2.7shows an example of a Boolean model for a small metabolic network, whereVc =

{vC1, vC2, vC3, vC4, vC5},Vr = {vR1, vR2, vR3, vR4, vR5}, andVs = {vC1, vC2}. The Boolean
relation of a reaction node is represented byvRx = vCa ∧ vCb ∧ · · · . For example, the Boolean
relation of the reaction node R1 is represented byvR1 = vC1 ∧ vC2. The Boolean relation of a
compound node is represented byvCx = vRa ∨ vRb∨ · · · . For example, the Boolean relation of
the compound node C3 is represented byvC3 = vR1.

To identify the MRI and the effects of reaction knockouts among the metabolic network in
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EM3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

EM4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.6:The elementary mode (EM) of the metabolic network.

the Boolean model, minimal valid assignment (MinVA) and maximal valid assignment (MaxVA)
are needed, where MinVA is used to calculate the MRI, and MaxVA is used to calculate the ef-
fects of reaction knockouts.

The MinVA is defined as the 0-1 assignment of all nodes in the network, which satisfies the
Boolean constraints, and includes the smallest number of 1s.

The simplest method for calculating MinVA of the network is as follows. First of all, the
initial value of each node is assigned to 0 except the source nodes. By using notion of time,
the effects of the source nodes (the value of the affected node is changed from 0 to 1) will be
calculated step by step from the Boolean constraints. The calculation will stop when the 0-1
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Figure 2.7:The Boolean model of the metabolic network.

assignment of the nodes does not change anymore. Then we can get the MinVA from the finally
converged 0-1 assignment.

Fig. 2.8 (A) is an example of finding the MRI by using the MinVA. For the metabolic
networks of the example, the host network contains only two source nodes C1 and C4, the
reference network contains not only C1 and C4, but also C2, C3, R1, and R2. We want to find
the MRI solution from the reference network to the host network so that the target compound C3
becomes producible in the revised host network.To solve this problem, the value of each node
is assigned to 0 except the source nodes C1 and C4 at t=0. In the next time step, the reaction
node R1 occurs according to the effect of the source node C1. Then R1 affects the neighbor
compound node C2, so that C2 becomes producible and the value of C2 becomes 1 at t = 2. At
t=3, the reaction node R2 occurs according to the effects of C2 and the source node C4. Finally
C3 becomes producible at t=4. Therefore, we can get an optimal MRI solution{R1, R2} of the
example, which means C3 can be producible in the host network when R1 and R2 are added to
the host network from the reference network. The MinVA of the example is (C1, C2, C3, C4,
R1, R2) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), which satisfies C3=1.

However, if we do not apply the MinVA to the networks, we may not obtain the correct MRI
solution. For example, Fig.2.8(B) does not apply the MinVA to the network. The initial values
of the source nodes C1 and C4, and the target node C3 are assigned to 1s. The MRI solution of
this example is{R2}, since (C1, C2, C3, C4, R1, R2) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) is a valid assignment
and satisfies C3=1. Though adding one reaction to the host network looks like the number of the
reaction insertion is minimum, this solution is not appropriate. It is no doubt that the activation
of R2 can make the C3 become producible in the network. However, R2 and C2 form a cycle,
R2 is affected by not only C4 but also by C2. If R1 is not added to the host network, C2 will not
be produced. Without C2, R2 can not occur in the network. Therefore, C3 can not be produced
in the network. Notice that, R2 occurs only after the C2 is initially produced by R1, then R2 is
able to produce C2 in the network.

The MaxVA is defined as the 0-1 assignment of all nodes in the network, which satisfies the
Boolean constraints, and includes the largest number of 1s.

The simplest method for calculating MaxVA is as follows. First of all, 1 is assigned to each
node of the network. If the removed reaction set is given, which contains the reaction nodes
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Figure 2.8:The example of MinVA. (A) uses the MinVA to calculate the MRI, (B) does not use the MinVA to
calculate the MRI.

that should be inhibited in the network, the values of nodes belonging to the removed reaction
set will be reassigned to 0s. Then, the effects of the removed reactions (the value of the affected
node is changed from 1 to 0) will be calculated from the Boolean constraints combined with
notion of time. The calculation will stop until the 0-1 assignment of the nodes does not change
anymore. Then we can get the MaxVA from the finally converged 0-1 assignment.

Fig. 2.9 (A) is an example of analyzing the effect of the reaction knockout by using the
MaxVA. In the network of the example, C1, C3, and C6 are the source nodes. The initial value
of each node is assigned to 1 at t=0. When we inhibit R3 in the next time step, the value of R3
becomes 0 at t=1. Then R3 affects the neighbor compound node C2, the value of C2 becomes 0
at t=2. At t=3, R1 becomes inhibited according to the effect of C2. At t=4, C4 and C5 become
inhibited due to the effect of R1. At t= 5, R2 becomes inhibited by the effect of C4. Finally, C7
and C8 cannot be produced according to the effect of R2 at t=6. When R3 is inhibited in the
network, the MaxVA is (R1, R2, R3, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8) = (0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0).

The MaxVA is very useful for analyzing the effects of node knockouts in the metabolic
network. Indeed, if we do not use the MaxVA, the appropriate solution might not be obtained.
For example, in Fig.2.9 (B), if we do not use MaxVA, the values of C2, C4, C5, C7, and
C8 will be 0s according to the Boolean constraints. Therefore, we will get a solution that
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all nodes of the network are inhibited except the source nodes. This solution is obviously
not correct, since we do not inhibit any reaction in the network. The reason is that the valid
assignment (C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,R1,R2,R3)= (1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) is not maximum,
the number of 1s is not the largest when no reaction nodes are removed from the network. On
the other hands, when the MaxVA is applied to the network, we can get the correct result that
no reaction is removed from the network as shown in Fig.2.9 (C). Here, the valid assignment
(C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,R1,R2,R3)= (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) is the maximal.

For calculating the MinVA and MaxVA, the Boolean relations are defined as follows. The
Boolean relation of the reaction node is defined asvRx(t + 1) = vCa(t) ∧ vCb(t) ∧ · · · , the
Boolean relation of the compound node is defined asvCx(t+ 1) = vRa(t) ∨ vRb(t) ∨ · · · .

However, since the result is calculated step by step by using notion of time, we may need a
large number of time steps to calculate the solution of a large scale network, and the number of
time steps may be too large for computing the reaction modifications. For solving this problem,
we use the feedback vertex set to decrease the number of time steps.

2.3.5 Feedback vertex set (FVS)

As mentioned above, the MinVA and MaxVA can be calculated step by step according to notion
of time. For example, a direct path from C1 to C2 can be calculated as shown in Fig.2.10
(A). For the naive algorithm of notion of time, at least m+n time steps are necessary for the
worst case, where m is the number of compound nodes and n is the number of reaction nodes.
However, for a large scale network, the number of time steps may be so large that it cannot be
computed. Therefore, a new method is necessary for decreasing the time steps.

From Fig. 2.10(B), we can find that when the values of source nodes are determined in a
network which does not contain any cycle, the values of remained nodes in the same direction
can be calculated together without MinVA or MaxVA. In Fig.2.10(B), the initial value of the
source node C1 is set to 1, and the initial values of the remained nodes are set to 0s. We want
to find a direct pathway from the source nodes C1 to the target node C2, and do not use the
MinVA. Since the Boolean constraints of R1 and C2 are R1 = C1, C2 = R1 respectively, and the
value of C1 is also given, the values of R1 and C2 can be calculated together from the Boolean
constraints, and the pathway C1→ R1→ C2 can be found without notion of time. This can
make the calculation become very fast.

However, for the network containing the cycle, we may not be able to find a correct minimal
solution without the MinVA or MaxVA. Fig.2.11is an example of how to find the MRI solution
from the two metabolic networks. The host network only contains one source node C1, the
reference network contains not only C1 but also C2, C3, R1, R2, and R3. We want to find the
MRI solution from the reference network to the host network so that the target compound C3
becomes producible in the host network. If we do not use the MinVA as shown in Fig.2.11
(B), the result will be C2→ R2→ C3→ R3. The corresponding solution{C2, R2, C3, R3}
= {1,1,1,1} is a valid assignment and satisfies C3 = 1. Though the solution is minimal, we can
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Figure 2.9:The example of MaxVA. (A) calculates the effect the reaction knockout by using the MaxVA,
(B) does not inhibit any reaction and does not use the MaxVA, (C) does not inhibit any reaction but use the
MaxVA.

find that it is not appropriate.{C2, R2, C3, R3} forms a cycle, and they are not influenced by
the source node. However, if we use the the time steps, the size of which may be very large for
a large network as mentioned above. Therefore, we use FVS to decrease the number of time
steps.

FVS is a node set whose removal makes the network not contain cycles. In this research,
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Figure 2.10:The network without cycles.

we use a simple greedy algorithm to choose FVS (see Chapter 3 for details), and decompose
the cycles based on FVS. According to this, the solution can be calculated in a small number of
time steps. Fig.2.11(C) is the example of finding the minimal direct pathway from the source
node C1 to the target node C3 by using FVS.

First of all, we apply the MinVA to the network as shown in Fig.2.11(A), where the initial
value of the source node C1 is set to 1, and the initial values of remained nodes are set to 0s.
Then we use FVS to decrease the computation time of the MinVA.
{R2} or {R3} is the FVS of the network. If we set{R2} as the FVS, R2 is decomposed into

two nodes R2 and S2 as shown in Fig.2.11(C). Therefore, the network does not contain any
cycle. C1, R1, C2, and R2 are in one subnetwork. S2, C3, and R3 are in another subnetwork.
According to this, the value changes of R1, C2, and R2 can be calculated in one time step from
the source node C1. We only need to increase the time step by 1 when the value of R2 is copied
to S2, then the value changes of S2, C3, and R3 can be calculated in the next time step. Finally,
we can obtain the optimal MRI solution{R1, R2}, which shows that the target compound C3
can be produced in the host network when the reaction nodes R1, R2 are added to the host
network from the reference network. The MinVA is (C1, C2, C3, R1, R2, R3) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1). which is the same as the one does not use FVS.

By using FVS, the maximal time step t can be decreased from m + n to f+1, where f is the
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Figure 2.11:Feedback vertex set (FVS).

size of FVS. For Fig.2.11(C), the maximal time step t is 2 (t ={0, 1}).
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Chapter 3

Computing the minimum reaction
insertion of the metabolic network

3.1 Background

For the existing similar researches, the ”pathway prediction system” (PPS) of the University of
Minnesota Biocatalysis and Biodegradation Database (UM-BBD) is designed to predict routes
for the biodegradation of xenobiotic compounds [19, 32, 33]. From a set of previously defined
Biotransformation Rules, the PPS guides the user through potential pathways one step at a time,
requiring the selection of a new target metabolite at each step [64]. BNICE(Biochemical Net-
work Integrated Computational Explorer) is a computational framework for generating every
possible biochemical reaction from a given set of enzyme reaction rules and source or target
compounds [24, 28]. However, since the number of predicted novel pathways is huge in many
cases, some prioritization is necessary to choose the most promiscuous ones [17]. For example,
one measure of such prioritization is to minimize the number of enzymatic steps [62].

From the view point of computational complexity, although the connectivity model is very
simple and then applicable even to very large networks, its logical analysis ability is not strong
since it cannot detect the lack of necessary substrates. The good point of the flow model is its
computational efficiency since problems in the flow model can often be formalized by linear
programming, for which there exist polynomial time algorithms [38]. However, these polyno-
mial time algorithms are not applicable for the minimum reaction insertion (MRI) problem since
discrete variables are necessary for representing additional reactions, although it is solvable by
mixed integer programming[30].

Although the computational time of the flux balance analysis (FBA)-based method for MRI
is very small and scalable for genome-scale metabolic reconstruction [30], Boolean methods
also have attractive features and are expected to complement the FBA-based method. Indeed,
for the analysis of metabolic networks, many studies have been conducted to develop Boolean
models. For example, Lemkeetal. [51] studied the effect of deletion of each enzyme in the
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metabolic network of a Boolean model, and Smartetal. [75] considered almost the same prob-
lem from the viewpoint of the Boolean aspect of the flux balance model. Lietal. [52] and
Sridharetal. [77] have developed methods for finding a set of enzymes whose inhibition stops
the production of the target compounds with a minimum elimination of the non-target com-
pounds. Leeetal. [47] and Takemotoetal. [80] estimated the distribution of the size of the
effect of the deletions of enzymes using a branching process.

As for the shortcoming of the FBA-based method for determining the minimum number
of the reaction insertins, it tends to be considerably affected by the redundancy of the given
metabolic network since each node is affected not only by the incoming flows but also by the
outgoing flows. For example, suppose that a metabolic network of Fig.3.1(A) is given, where
circles and rectangles represent compounds and reactions respectively. In order to produce the
target compound from the source compounds,{R1, R2, R3, R4} is necessary in the flow model
including FBA, whereas either{R1, R4} or {R1, R2, R3} is sufficient for the Boolean model.
Moreover, in the metabolic network of Fig.3.1(B), {R1,R2,R3} is necessary for FBA whereas
{R2} is sufficient for the Boolean model.

Figure 3.1:A problem of how to produce a target compound from the source nodes.In the Boolean model,
either{ R1, R4} or {R1, R2, R3} is sufficient, whereas{R1, R2, R3, R4, R5} is necessary for the flow model
including FBA.
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Therefore, in this research, we study the problem of designing a pathway for producing
target compounds in metabolic networks of the Boolean model since its logical analysis ability
is more stable than that of FBA, particularly when the flexible parts of the metabolic networks
are large. Our approach is based on the combination of existing pathways. In our problem
setting, a base metabolic network of a host organism, which we call the host network is given,
it cannot produce the target compound in its initial form. However, an integrated metabolic
network of many other organisms are given as the reference network from which we should find
the minimum number of additional reactions so that the target compound becomes producible.
We prove that this problem is NP-complete.

Although both the FBA-based model and the Boolean model for MRI are considered to be
NP-complete, the former is likely to have a faster exponential time algorithm than the latter
since FBA has fewer integer variables. Although the computational complexity of the Boolean
model is large, we develop an efficient method based on integer linear programming (ILP) [53,
69], which is often used as a formalization of NP-complete problems and there is an efficient
free solver for ILP called CPLEX [1]. We also conducted four computer experiments in which
the metabolic network ofE.coli is used as the host network and the reference pathway of the
KEGG database [37] is used as the reference network, and propanol, butanol, sedoheptulose
7-phosphate, and maleic acid are used as the target compound in each experiment. The results
of the experiments show that (1) our ILP-based method can appropriately solve MRI in the
Boolean model, (2) solutions of MRI in the Boolean model are more suitable than those by
connectivity based methods, (3) our ILP-based method is applicable to large-scale networks
where an exhaustive search does not work, and (4) solutions of MRI in the Boolean model tend
to be smaller than those in the FBA-based model based on [79].

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Problem definition

In this section, the main problemMinimum Reaction Insertion (MRI) is firstly explained with
an example and then mathematical formalization is described.

Suppose that a metabolic network as shown in Fig.3.2is given, where each rectangle (resp.,
circle) corresponds to a reaction (resp., chemical compound). For example,vr4 is a reaction and
its substrates arevc3 andvc5 and its products arevc6 andvc7. Black circlesvc1 andvc2 are source
nodes and are assumed to be provided by external environment. On the other hand, a gray circle
vc7 is a target compound and the purpose of MRI is to make the target compound producible.
However, initially only the host network, which is shown by the dotted rectangle, is available.
Since onlyvc1 , vc2 , vc3 andvr1 are included in the host network, the target compoundvc7 is not
producible. The purpose of MRI is finding the minimal number of the appropriate reactions
from the reference network, so that the target compound becomes producible in the host net-
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work according to adding those appropriate reactions to the host network. In this research, the
reference metabolic network is defined as a metabolic network that contains the reactions of all
organisms. In MRI, the minimum number of additional reactions should be determined to make
the target compound producible. In this example, adding{vr2, vr3, vr4} is the optimal solution.
The difficult point of MRI is how to deal with the effect of cycles. In the example of Fig.3.2,
adding{vr4, vr5} looks like the optimal solution. However, this solution is not appropriate since
it relies on the cycle consisting of{vc6, vr5, vc5, vr4} andvc7 is not producible unless the initial
amount ofvc6 is large enough.

Figure 3.2:An example of MRI. vc1 andvc2 are the souce nodes.

MRI is mathematically defined as follows. A metabolic network can be represented by a
directed graphG = (V,E). There are two types of node setVc andVr, whereVc is a set of
compound nodes andVr is a set of reaction nodes.V = Vc ∪ Vr andVc ∩ Vr = {} hold.
Neighbours of compound nodes must be reaction nodes, and neighbours of reaction nodes must
be compound nodes. LetVs ⊆ Vc be a set of source nodes andvt ∈ Vc be a target node. Source
nodes have no incoming edges and correspond to seed compounds of [26].

Suppose that a host networkG1 = (V1, E1) and a reference networkG2 = (V2, E2) are
given whereG1 andG2 are metabolic networks, andG1 is a subgraph ofG2 induced byV1.
V ′
c (resp.,V ′

r ) is a set of compound nodes (resp., reaction nodes) inV2 − V1 and called a set of
additional compound nodes (resp., additional reaction nodes).

Let Va ⊆ V ′
r be a set of additional reaction nodes. In the Boolean model, each node is

assigned either ”0” or ”1”. For a compound node, ”1” means producible and ”0” means not
producible. As for a reaction node, ”1” means active and ”0” means inactive. LetA be such an
assignment (i.e.,A is a function fromV to {0, 1}). For each nodev ∈ V , we writev = 0 (resp.,
v = 1) if 0 (resp.,1) is assigned tov. A is called avalid assignmentif the following conditions
are satisfied: (i) for eachv ∈ Vs, v = 1. (ii) for eachv ∈ Vc − Vs, v = 1 if and only if there is
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u such that(u, v) ∈ E andu = 1. (iii) for eachv ∈ Vr, v = 1 if and only if v ∈ Va ∪ V1 and
u = 1 holds for allu such that(u, v) ∈ E. This means that each reaction node corresponds to
an ”AND” node and each compound node corresponds to an ”OR” node.

If G2 has no directed cycles, a valid assignment is uniquely determined for eachVa. How-
ever, ifG2 has a directed cycle, multiple valid assignments may exist. Let us callvi ∈ Vs and
vj ∈ Vc − Vs aresource connectedif there is a directed path fromvi to vj, and values of nodes
included in the path are all 1. There exist valid assignments where values of nodes in a directed
cycle are 1 even if these nodes are not source connected. In order to avoid such a case, we use
the notion ofminimal valid assignment(MinVA), which is similar to the notion of maximal
valid assignment (MaxVA) defined in [83]. A valid assignmentA is calledminimalif A is valid
and{v|v = 1, v ∈ V } is minimal with respect to inclusion relationships for sets.

Now we define the MRI as follows:

• Input: A host metabolic networkG1 = (V1, E1), a reference metabolic networkG2 =

(V2, E2), and a target compoundvt.

• Output: A minimum cardinality set ofVa for which vt = 1 is satisfied in the minimal
valid assignment (MinVA) of the induced subgraph ofG2 by V1 ∪ V ′

c ∪ Va.

As shown in the section of Theoretical Results, a minimal valid assignment (MinVA) is
uniquely determined ifVa is given. However, solving MRI is not easy since the number of
candidateVa is 2|V

′
r | and MRI is proved to be NP-complete. Since ILP is an efficient tool

for solving NP-complete problems, we develop an ILP-based method of solving MRI. Since
the computation time of the ILP-based method is considered to be exponential in the number
of variables, it is important to develop an ILP formalization of MRI with a less number of
variables. To do so, our previously developed method for Minimum Reaction Cut (MRC) [83]
may be useful though many modifications are necessary.

MRC is a problem to find a minimum set of reactions which interfere with the production
of target compounds [83] and MRC is also known to be NP-complete. Letm (resp.,n) be the
number of compound (resp., reaction) nodes. If we usem+n time steps to calculate the maximal
valid assignment (MaxVA) in MRC, the number of variables in ILP isO((m+ n)2). Feedback
vertex set (FVS) is a node set whose removal makes a network cycle-free. In [83], we succeeded
in reducing the number of variables toO(f(f +m+ n)) wheref is the size of feedback vertex
set andf is much smaller thanm or n. If it is allowed to useO((m + n)2) variables in MRI,
almost the same method as in MRC can be used. However, to reduce the number of variables
in ILP toO(f(f +m+ n)), many modifications are necessary since minimal valid assignment
(MinVA) and maximal valid assignment (MaxVA) have different features.
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3.2.2 Integer programming-based method for minimum reaction inser-
tion

Here, we show ILP formalization methods for MRI. To apply ILP, problems must be formalized
to maximize or minimize a given objective function which is a linear function of integer vari-
ables and constraints must also be given as linear equations or inequations of integer variables.

Suppose that the host network and the reference network are given as shown in Fig.3.2.
The simplest ILP formalizationILP-MRI-A for solving MRI is as follows:

ILP-MRI-A

Minimize
TER2(0)+ TER3(0)+ TER4(0)+ TER5(0) (1)

Subject to
TC7(m+n) = 1 (2)

for all t = 0, . . . ,m+ n

TR1(t+1) + FC2(t) + FC5(t)≥ 1,
FR1(t+1) + TC2(t)≥ 1,
FR1(t+1) + TC5(t)≥ 1 (3)

TR2(t+1) + FC1(t) + FER2(t)≥ 1,
FR2(t+1) + TC1(t)≥ 1, FR2(t+1) + TER2(t)≥ 1 (4)

TR3(t+1) + FC4(t) + FER3(t)≥ 1,
FR3(t+1) + TC4(t)≥ 1, FR3(t+1) + TER3(t)≥ 1 (5)

TR4(t+1) + FC3(t) + FC5(t) + FER4(t)≥ 1,
FR4(t+1) + TC3(t)≥ 1,
FR4(t+1) + TC5(t)≥ 1, FR4(t+1) + TER4(t)≥ 1 (6)

TR5(t+1) + FC6(t) + FER5(t)≥ 1,
FR5(t+1) + TC6(t)≥ 1, FR5(t+1) + TER5(t)≥ 1 (7)

TC3(t+1) = TR1(t) (8)

TC4(t+1) = TR2(t) (9)

FC5(t+1) + TR3(t) + TR5(t)≥ 1,
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TC5(t+1) + FR3(t)≥ 1, TC5(t+1) + FR5(t)≥ 1 (10)

TC6(t+1) = TR4(t) (11)

TC7(t+1) = TR4(t) (12)

TER2(t+1) = TER2(t),
TER3(t+1) = TER3(t),
TER4(t+1) = TER4(t),
TER5(t+1) = TER5(t) (13)

TC1(t) = 1, TC2(t) = 1 (14)

TC3(0) = TC4(0) = TC5(0) =
TC6(0) = TC7(0) = 0 (15)

TR1(0) = TR2(0) = TR3(0) =
TR4(0) = TR5(0) = 0 (16)

TX + FX = 1 for any X (17)

where every variable takes either 0 or 1.vri = 1 (resp.,vri = 0) at time stept is represented by
TRi(t)=1 (resp. FRi(t)=1) and TRi(t)+FRi(t)=1 holds for anyi andt. For example, TR2(1)=0
means thatvr2=0 at time step 1, and FR2(1) = 1 automatically holds at the same time. In the
implementation, FRi(t) is replaced with 1-TRi(t) to reduce the number of variables. Similarly,
values of compound nodes are represented by TCi(t) and FCi(t).For example, FC4(3)=1 means
thatvc4=0 at time step 3.

(3) represents the Boolean relationvr1(t+1)= vc2(t) ∧ vc5(t). Since Boolean relations such
as ”∧” or ”∨” cannot directly be used in ILP, it is necessary to convert them into linear equations
and/or inequations. Sincex1 = x2 ∧ x3 ∧ · · · ∧ xk can be represented by (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ∨ · · ·
∨ xk) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3) ∧ · · · ∧ (x1 ∨ xk)=1,vr1(t+ 1)=vc2(t) ∧ vc5(t) can be converted
into (vr1(t+1) ∨ vc2(t) ∨ vc5(t)) ∧ (vr1(t+ 1) ∨ vc2(t)) ∧ (vr1(t+ 1) ∨ vc5(t))=1, and then (3)
is obtained.

For a compound node with indegree 1, the value of the predecessor node is just copied. For
example, sincevc3 has only one predecessorvr1, vc3(t+ 1) is just copied fromvr1(t) as shown
in (8). Similarly,vc4(t+ 1) is just copied fromvr2(t) as shown in (9).

For a compound node with indegree more than 1, it is necessary to convert the ”∨” relation
into linear equations or equations. (10) represents the Boolean relationvc5(t + 1)=vr3(t) ∨
vr5(t). Sincex1=x2 ∨ x3 ∨ · · · ∨ xk is represented by (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ∨ · · · ∨ xk) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2)
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∧ (x1 ∨ x3) ∧ · · · ∧ (x1 ∨ xk)=1,vc5(t+1)=vr3(t) ∨ vr5(t) can be converted into (vc5(t+1) ∨
vr3(t) ∨ vr5(t)) ∧ (vc5(t+ 1) ∨ vr3(t)) ∧ (vc5(t+ 1) ∨ vr5(t))=1, and then (10) is obtained.

As for the reaction nodes not included in the host network, TERi(t) and FERi(t) are used to
represent whethervri is activated. We use a virtual nodevei as one of the predecessors ofvri .
Sincevri is represented by an AND node,vei=0 keepsvri inactive even if all other predecessors
of vri are 1. For example,vr2 in Fig. 2 has only one predecessorvc1. However, sincevr2 is not
included in the host network andvei=1 is necessary forvr2=1, vr2(t + 1)=vc1(t) ∨ ve2(t) must
hold, and then (4) is obtained.

Since we assume minimal valid assignment (MinVA), att=0, the source compound nodes
are assigned 1, but the other compound nodes and reaction nodes are assigned 0.

m + n is the largest number of time steps necessary for the 0-1 assignment to converge.
(1) means that the number of additional reactions should be minimized. (2) means that the
target compoundvc7 should become 1 after the 0-1 assignment converges. (3)-(7) represent the
constraints byvr1 to vr5 respectively. Note thatve1 does not exist sincevr1 is included in the
host network and thenvr1 = 1 holds for anyVa. (8)-(12) represent the constraints byvc3 to vc7
respectively. (13) represents thatVa does not change by time transition. (14) means thatvc1 and
vc2 are source nodes. (15)-(16) represent that all nodes but source nodes are assigned 0 in the
initial state.

The above formalization can clearly solve MRI and obtain the correct solutionVa = {vr2, vr3, vr4},
howeverO((m + n)2) variables are necessary. To reduce the number of variables, it is neces-
sary to reduce the number of time steps. If time is not taken into account at all, the following
inappropriate ILP formalizationILP-MRI-B is obtained.

ILP-MRI-B

Minimize
TER2+ TER3+ TER4+ TER5 (18)

Subject to
TC7 = 1 (19)

TR1 + FC2 + FC5≥ 1,
FR1 + TC2≥ 1,
FR1 + TC5≥ 1 (20)

TR2 + FC1 + FER2≥ 1,
FR2 + TC1≥ 1, FR2 + TER2≥ 1 (21)

TR3 + FC4 + FER3≥ 1,
FR3 + TC4≥ 1, FR3 + TER3≥ 1 (22)
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TR4 + FC3 + FC5 + FER4≥ 1,
FR4 + TC3≥ 1,
FR4 + TC5≥ 1, FR4 + TER4≥ 1 (23)

TR5 + FC6 + FER5≥ 1,
FR5 + TC6≥ 1, FR5 + TER5≥ 1 (24)

TC3 = TR1 (25)

TC4 = TR2 (26)

FC5 + TR3 + TR5≥ 1,
TC5 + FR3≥ 1, TC5 + FR5≥ 1 (27)

TC6 = TR4 (28)

TC7 = TR4 (29)

TC1 = 1, TC2 = 1 (30)

TX + FX = 1 for any X (31)

When compared to ILP-MRI-A, (18),(19),(20)(24), (25)(29), (30), and (31) correspond to
(1),(2),(3)(7), (8)(12), (14), and (17) respectively although the notion of time is not used in ILP-
MRI-B. (13) in ILP-MRI-A means that the value of vei does not change in the time transition,
but this constraint is not necessary for ILP-MRIB since it does not have the notion of time.
Moreover, neither (15) nor (16) of ILP-MRI-A is used in ILP-MRI-B.

In ILP-MRI-B, the solution of ILP isVa={ vr4,vr5 } since (vr1, · · · ,vr5,vc1, · · · ,vc7)=(1,0,0,1,1,
1,1,1,0,1,1,1) is a valid assignment and satisfiesvc7=1. Note thatvr2 andvr3 are forced to be 0
since they are not included in either the host network orVa. Although it satisfies all constraints
and jVaj is minimum, this assignment is not appropriate since{ vr4,vc6,vr5,vc5 } forms a cycle
Minimum Reaction Insertion for Boolean Metabolic Networks and all of them are assigned 1
without the influence of source nodes. To avoid such an inappropriate assignment, it is neces-
sary to consider minimal valid assignment with respect to the number of 1 s for eachVa. As
shown in the section of Theoretical Results,the minimal valid assignment (MinVA) is uniquely
determined for eachVa.

Thus ILP-MRI-A can solve MRI, butm + n time steps are necessary while ILP-MRI-B,
which does not use the notion of time, cannot solve MRI. FVS is a set of nodes whose removal
makes the network acyclic. Since ILP-MRI-B can solve MRI if there is no cycle, it is reasonable
to apply ILP-MRI-B for the acyclic network obtained by deletion of FVS and use the notion of
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time as in ILP-MRI-A to nodes included inF based on the idea developed in [83].
In the improved method, ILP-MRI-C, we firstly find a FVSF consisting of reaction nodes

and then decompose eachvri ∈ F into two nodesvri andvsi so thatvri has only in-edges and
vsi has only out-edges. For example, in the network of Fig.3.2, sinceF = {vr4} is a feedback
vertex set,vr4 is decomposed intovr4 andvs4 as shown in Fig.3.3. Furthermore, we put an
additional constraint thatvsi(t+ 1) = vri(t). The number of time steps of ILP-MRI-C isf + 1

while that of ILP-MRI-A ism + n + 1, wheref = |F |. Therefore, the number of variables
in ILP-MRI-C and ILP-MRI-A areO(f(m + n + f)) andO((m + n)2) respectively. Since
f is much smaller thanm + n in most metabolic networks and the computation time of ILP
exponentially increases with the number of variables, we can expect a significant improvement
from the view point of the computation time.

Figure 3.3:The cycles are decomposed in the FVS-based method.

Although finding the minimum FVS is known to be NP-complete, it is not necessary to use
the minimum FVS in our problem setting. We use a simple greedy algorithm to choose FVS as
follows:

ProcedureGreedyFV S(G = (V,E)), whereV = v1, ..., vn andE = e1, · · · , em
for i = 1 to n do

v[i] = 0;

for i = 1 tom do
e[i] = 0;

i← 1;

while there existsek ∈ E such thate[k] = 0

v[i] = 1;
if there existsek = (vi, vj) such thate[k] = 0 and
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v[j] = 1 then
E ′ ← E − {ek};
V ′ = V ∪ {v′j};
for all (vj, vq) ∈ E ′ do

E ′ ← (E ′ − {(vj, vq)) ∪ {(v′j, vq)}};
GreedyFV S(G′ = (V ′, E ′));

else ifthere existsek = (vi, vj) ∈ E such that
e[k] = 0 andv[j] = 0 do

e[k]← 1;

i← j;

else ifthere existsvj ∈ V such thatv[j] = 0 do
i← j for the minimumj;

return G = (V,E);

Since the reaction nodes for FVS are chosen by a greedy algorithm, the size of FVS is not
always optimal. However, it is important to note that even if the size of FVS is not optimal,
the solution of MRI calculated by ILP-MRI-C is always optimal. If there are multiple optimal
solutions in MRI, there is a possibility that the solutions are different since ILP outputs only one
solution. However, it may be possible to enumerate all optimal solutions of MRI by iteratively
solving ILP with a constraint to avoid the already chosen solutions.

For example, ILP-MRI-C for Fig.3.2 is as follows,wherevr4 is decomposed intovr4 and
vs4, and time step increases by 1 only when the value ofvr4 is copied tovs4.

ILP-MRI-C

Minimize
TER2(0)+ TER3(0)+ TER4(0)+ TER5(0) (32)

Subject to
TC7(1) = 1 (33)

for all t = 0, 1

TR1(t) + FC2(t) + FC5(t)≥ 1,
FR1(t) + TC2(t)≥ 1,
FR1(t) + TC5(t)≥ 1 (34)

TR2(t) + FC1(t) + FER2(t)≥ 1,
FR2(t) + TC1(t)≥ 1, FR2(t) + TER2(t)≥ 1 (35)

TR3(t) + FC4(t) + FER3(t)≥ 1,
FR3(t) + TC4(t)≥ 1, FR3(t) + TER3(t)≥ 1 (36)
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TR4(t) + FC3(t) + FC5(t) + FER4(t)≥ 1,
FR4(t) + TC3(t)≥ 1,
FR4(t) + TC5(t)≥ 1, FR4(t) + TER4(t)≥ 1 (37)

TR5(t) + FC6(t) + FER5(t)≥ 1,
FR5(t) + TC6(t)≥ 1, FR5(t) + TER5(t)≥ 1 (38)

TC3(t) = TR1(t) (39)

TC4(t) = TR2(t) (40)

FC5(t) + TR3(t) + TR5(t)≥ 1,
TC5(t) + FR3(t)≥ 1, TC5(t) + FR5(t)≥ 1 (41)

TC6(t) = TSR4(t) (42)

TC7(t) = TSR4(t) (43)

TER2(t+1) = TER2(t),
TER3(t+1) = TER3(t),
TER4(t+1) = TER4(t),
TER5(t+1) = TER5(t) (44)

TSR4(t+1) = TR4(t) (45)

TC1(t) = 1, TC2(t) = 1 (46)

TC7(0) = 0 (47)

TSR4(0) = 0 (48)

TX + FX = 1 for any X (49)

where each variable takes either 0 or 1.
When compared to ILP-MRI-A, (32),(33),(34)(38), (39)(43), (44), (46), and (49) corre-

spond to (1),(2),(3)(7), (8)(12), (13), (14), and (17), respectively.vr4 is chosen as a feedback
vertex set, and then decomposed intovr4 andvs4 as shown in Fig.3.3.

Note that the number of time steps is 2 =f+1. In (42)-(43), the constraints forvc6 andvc7
are represented by the variable corresponding tovs4 instead of that tovr4. (45) represents that
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the time step increases by 1 when the value ofvr4 is copied tovs4 in Fig. 3.3. (48) represents
vs4(0) = 0 to obtain the minimal valid assignment (MinVA).

Additionally, if we use the FVS-based method and no reversible reactions are included inG1

andG2, the number of necessary time steps is only one. For example, suppose thatG1 andG2

are as shown in Fig.3.4(A). In this case, the correct solution of MRI isVa = {vr2, vr3, vr4, vr5}.
However, if we set TC1(0)=1 and TC6(0)=0, ILP can output no solution since it never satisfy
TC6(0)=1. On the other hand, if we set TC1(0)=1 and TC6(0)=1, an inappropriate solution
Va = {} is obtained by ILP. To avoid such a case, in our method, if one of predecessors of
an additional reaction nodevr is included in the host network, we decomposevr as if it was
included in FVS. For example, in the network of Fig.3.4 (A), vr2 is decomposed intovr2 and
vs2 as shown in Fig.3.4(B) so that values of source nodes and the target node are calculated in
different time steps.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Computer experiments

We conducted computer experiments for solving MRI with data downloaded from KEGG
database. The experiment was done on a PC with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.33GHz CPU and
10GB RAM under the SUSE Linux (version 12.2) operating system, where CPLEX (version
12.4.0.0) was used as the solver of integer programming.

In the first computer experiment, the target compound is Propanol (C00479 in KEGG ID),
the host network is glycolysis and gluconeogenesis ofE. coli (eco00010.xml), and the refer-
ence network covers glycolysis, gluconeogenesis and glycerolipid metabolism of some other
species (ko00010.xml and ko00561.xml). The number of compound and reaction nodes are
58 and 85 respectively, where 30 reactions are reversible. Source nodes are C00031, C00036,
C01451, C06186, C00029, C00040 and C06040, which are represented by black circles in Fig.
3.5. It took 0.79 seconds to solve MRI. The obtained additional reactions areVa = {R01514,
R01752, R01036, R01048, R02577, R02376}, where theses reactions produce propanol from
3-Phospho-D-glycerate (C00197) via glycerol (C00116) as shown in Fig.3.5. Since 3-Phospho-
D-glycerate (C00197) is producible by glycolysis and gluconeogenesis ofE. coliand works as a
connection between glycolysis and glycerolipid metabolism, the obtainedVa can be considered
as an appropriate solution of MRI.

3.3.2 Difference between the developed model and existing models

To show the difference between the developed model and the shortest path-based models, we
conducted the second experiment where PathComp of KEGG (”http://www.genome.jp/tools/
pathcomp/”) was used to calculate the solution of the shortest path-based model. In the ex-
periment, the host network consists of glycolysis, gluconeogenesis and citrate cycle ofE.coli
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Figure 3.4:A special case where there is no cycle.(A) An example where a contradiction occurs if the notion of
time is not used. (B) Decomposition of a border node to avoid the contradiction.

(eco00010.xml and eco00020.xml), and the reference network consists of glycolysis, gluconeo-
genesis, citrate cycle and pentose phosphate pathway of other species (ko00010.xml, ko00020.xml
and ko00030.xml). The numbers of compound and reaction nodes are 64 and 108, respectively,
where 59 reactions are reversible. There are four source nodes, D-glucose(C00031), arbutin(
C06186), salicin(C01451), and acetate (C00033), and the number of candidates for the addi-
tional reactions is 66. When the target compound is sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (C05382), as
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Figure 3.5:Propanol (C00479) becomes producible from glycolysis and gluconeogenesis by the addition of
Va = {R01514, R01752, R01036, R01048, R02577, R02376}.

shown in3.6, the solution of MRI is Va fR01827, R01830g, where the substrates of R01827
are beta-D-fructose 6-phosphate (C05345) and D-erythrose 4-phosphate (C00279). It took
32.58 s to obtain the solution. Since D-erythrose 4-phosphate (C00279) is not included in
the host network, it is necessary to add R01830 in which substrates are beta-D-fructose 6-
phosphate (C05345) and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (C00118) and the products are Dxy-
lulose 5-phosphate (C00231) and D-erythrose 4-phosphate (C00279). It is to be noted that
both beta-D-fructose 6-phosphate (C05345) and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (C00118) are
producible by the host network.

On the other hand, PathComp just connects the producible compounds and the target com-
pound adds only R01827 since R01827 is adjacent to both beta-D-fructose 6-phosphate (C05345)
and sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (C05382). However, it is clear that R01827 does not occur if
D-erythrose 4-phosphate (C00279) does not exist. Thus the difference between the shortest
path-based method and the developed method is that the developed method considers Boolean
constraints for each reaction and compound whereas the shortest path-based method only con-
siders the connectivity of nodes.
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Figure 3.6:When the target compound was C05382, MRI selected R01827 and R01830 from 66 candidates
for the additional reactions whereas the shortest path-based method (PathComp) selected only R01827.

3.3.3 Scalability

Next, we conducted the third experiment to show the scalability of our method. The host net-
work consists of the source nodes of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis ofE.coli (eco00010.xml),
that is, Dglucose(C00031), arbutin(C06186), salicin(C01451), oxaloacetate(C00036) and ac-
etate (C00033). The reference network consists of glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, citrate cycle,
pentose phosphate pathway and butanol metabolism of other species (ko00010.xml, ko00020.xml,
ko00030.xml and ko00650.xml), where R01172 is treated as a reversible reaction. The target
compound is butanol(C06142). The numbers of compound and reaction nodes are 93 and 150,
respectively, where 87 reactions are reversible. It took 919.79 s (15m19s) for the developed
method to solve MRI and the solution wasVa=R00235, R00238, R01977, R03027, R01171,
R01172, R03545. These seven reactions form a path from acetate to 1-butanol via acetyl-CoA,
acetoacetyl-CoA, crotonoyl-CoA and butanoyl-CoA, which satisfies the Boolean constraints.
Since the number of reactions in the reference network is 150, it is necessary to examine150C7

cases if an exhaustive search is conducted. Since examining150C7 ≃ 2.941 × 1011 cases is
almost impossible, it is seen that the ILP-based method is useful for solving MRI, particularly
when the given networks are not small.

3.3.4 Difference between developed model and FBA-based model

Finally, we conducted an experiment to show the difference between the developed model and
the FBA-based model. We assume that the reference network consists of glycolysis, gluco-
neogenesis, citrate cycle, pentose phosphate pathway and butanol metabolism of other species
(ko00010.xml, ko00020.xml, ko00030.xml and ko00650.xml), and the host network includes
only one reaction R04394 between salicin (C01451) and salicin 6-phosphate (C06188) as shown
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in 3.7. Therefore, the source node is only salicin (C01451). Note that reversible reactions are
decomposed into two reactions, and denoted by P and Q. The target compound is maleic acid
(C01384). The numbers of compound and reaction nodes are 93 and 150, respectively, where
87 reactions are reversible.

Figure 3.7:The comparison between the Boolean model and the FBA-based model [30]. More reactions are
necessary for the FBA-based model to produce the target compound than the Boolean-based model.

Then, the solution of MRI in our Boolean model is R05134, R02736, R02035, R02036,
R05605, R00344, R00342, R01082, R01087, whereas the solution of FBA-based model is
R05134, R02736, R02035, R02036, R05605, R01058, R01518, R00658, R00200, R00344,
R00342, R01082, R01087. It is to be noted that R01058, R01518, R00658, R00200 is not
necessary for the Boolean model, but necessary for the FBA-based model. In the Boolean
model, R01058 is not necessary to produce C01384 since the lack of reactions in downstream
does not affect. However, in the FBA model, R01058 is necessary. Otherwise, C00118 is not
consumed and then R05605 (denoted as Q05605 in3.7) cannot occur. Thus, the solution of
MRI in the FBA-based model tends to include more reactions than that in the Boolean model.
It took 7896.46 s (2h11m36s) to solve the Boolean model of MRI.
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3.3.5 Theoretical results

Although solving ILP is NP-complete, a problem that can be formalized as ILP is not always
NP-complete. Therefore, in the following paragraphs, we prove that MRI is NP-complete and
show the appropriateness of formalizing MRI of the Boolean model as ILP.

Theorem 3.3.1.MRI is NP-complete even when the maximum indegree and outdegree are
bounded by 2.

Proof: Since the problem is clearly in NP, it suffices to show NP-hardness. The proof is by
a polynomial time reduction from Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC), which is a problem for a
given graph to find the minimum number of nodes so that each edge is incident to at least one
of selected nodes. For example, for a graph shown in Fig.3.8 (A), {v1, v5, v6} is an optimal
solution of MVC.

Let G = (V,E) be an instance of MVC, whereV = {v1, . . . , vn} andE = {e1, . . . , em}.
We construct the corresponding MRI as follows. The host networkG1 = (Vc1 ∪ Vr1 , E1) is
given by

Vc1 = {c11, . . . , cn1} ∪ {c12, . . . , cn2},
Vr1 = {r11, . . . , rn1},
E1 = {{ci1, ri1} | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {{ri1, ci2} | i = 1, . . . , n}.

The reference networkG2 = (Vc2 ∪ Vr2 , E2) is given by

Vc2 = Vc1 ∪ {c1, . . . , cm} ∪ {ct},
Vr2 = Vr1 ∪ {r1, . . . , rn} ∪ {rt},
E2 = E1 ∪ {{ci2, ri} | i = 1, . . . , n}

∪ {{ri, cj} | if vi is an endpoint of ej}
∪ {{ci, rt} | i = 1, . . . ,m}
∪ {rt, ct}.

For example, MVC for a graph shown in Fig.3.8 (A) is converted into MRI shown in Fig.3.8
(B). It is clear that this conversion can be done in polynomial time.

In the following, we show that MVC forG has a solution of sizez if and only if MRI
has an solution in which|Va| = z + 1 holds. WhenG has a vertex cover of sizez, Va =

{ri | vi is included in the vertex cover}∪ {rt} satisfiesct = 1 in the minimal valid assignment
(MinVA) and |Va| = z + 1 holds. On the other hand, suppose thatVa satisfiesct = 1 in the
minimal valid assignment and|Va| = z + 1. Sincert ∈ Va is necessary forct = 1, z nodes
are included inVa from {r1, . . . , rn}. Since eachcj must be 1 to satisfyrt = 1, at least one
predecessor of eachcj must be included inVa for eachj. Since there is an edge betweenri and
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Figure 3.8:The polynomial time reduction from minimum vertex cover (MVC) problem to minimum reac-
tion insertion (MRI) problem. (A) An instance of MVC. (B) The corresponding instance of MRI.

cj if and only if vi is incident toej, {vi | ri ∈ Va} is a vertex cover of sizez. Nodes whose
degrees are more than 2 can be converted by the methods shown in Fig.3.9. □

Theorem 3.3.2.Given a host network, a reference network and a set of additional reactions, a
minimal valid assignment is uniquely determined.

Proof: For any valid assignmentA, the assignment obtained by assigning 0 to all nodes which
are not source connected is also a valid assignment. On the other hand, for any valid assignment
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Figure 3.9:The conversion of nodes with the indegree and the outdegree more than 2.

A, the assignment obtained by assigning 0 to a source connected node is not a valid assignment.
Since source connected nodesVsc are uniquely determined forVa, Vsc is a minimal valid assign-
ment and uniquely determined. □

3.4 Discussion

In this study, we formalized an optimization problem MRI with a notion of minimal valid
assignment (MinVA). We proved that MRI is NP-complete and the minimal valid assignment
(MinVA) is uniquely determined whenVa is given. Since exhaustive search does not work for
solving MRI when given networks are not small, we developed an ILP-based method for MRI.
To improve the scalability of the developed method, it is necessary to reduce the number of
variables appearing in the ILP formalization since the computation time of ILP is considered
to be exponential with the number of variables. Though the simple ILP formalization with the
notion of time is useful for solving MRI, it needsO((m+n)2) variables in the ILP formalization.
If the notion of FVS is used, the number of necessary time steps reduces tof , wheref is the
size of FVS, and the number of variables in ILP isO(f(m + n + f)). Though the idea of
using FVS is similar to [83], many modifications are necessary since minimal valid assignment
(MinVA) and maximal valid assignment (MaxVA) have many different properties.

We also conducted three computer experiments in which data was downloaded from KEGG
database, CPLEX was used as the ILP solver, and propanol, butanol and sedoheptulose 7-
phosphate were used as the target compound for each experiment. The host network was
metabolic networks ofE. coli and the reference network of KEGG was used as the reference
network. The results of computer experiments confirmed correctness and scalability of our de-
veloped method, and appropriateness of the problem setting of MRI. In particular, since MRI is
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based on the Boolean model, our method can appropriately detect the lack of substrates whereas
the connectivity based methods cannot appropriately handle this point.
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Chapter 4

Computing the minimum reaction
knockouts for multiple metabolic networks

4.1 Background

Metabolic networks represent relations between biochemical reactions and metabolites in living
cells. The removal (or knockout) of metabolism-related genes is often simulated in metabolic
networks, as the perturbation of genes frequently corresponds to the inhibition of certain reac-
tions in metabolic networks.

Many types of mathematical models have been developed for this purpose. For small size
networks, models using the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are often used. Although
ODEs have a detailed explanatory power, their applicability is limited by the difficulty of ob-
taining the necessary kinetic parameters, and their limited scalability. On the other hand, less
detailed approaches like Boolean models and constraint-based models have been used in larger
networks [23].

Flux balance analysis (FBA) [65, 88] is a constraint-based mathematical model of metabolic
networks in which the stoichiometry and the biomass objective functions are used to predict
cell growth rates [39]. Although the standard FBA simply maximizes the biomass objective
function, the minimization of metabolic adjustment method (MOMA) [73] seeks to minimize
the difference between the wild and the knocked-out flows. Flux variability analysis (FVA) as-
sesses the range of this difference [74], and the optimal knockout strategies have been developed
based on such flow models. Optknock [15] determines which reactions should be knocked-out
to maximize the biomass objective function. Using bilevel programming, the biomass objective
function is first maximized for each knockout(s), and then a reaction set is chosen from the
resulting candidates. In contrast, although RobustKnock [84] is also based on bilevel program-
ming, it maximizes the minimized biomass objective functions by selecting different reactions.
Optorf [40] integrates transcriptional regulatory networks and metabolic networks. The above-
mentioned flow models need to define the biomass objective function, which often involves a
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linear combination of more than 100 metabolites [65]. Furthermore, it is difficult to define the
biomass objective function for higher organisms such as humans, and the essential assumption
concerning growth-optimal behavior is not always fulfilled [72].

Another flow model approach for metabolic networks is based on elementary mode (EM)
concept, which does not require a biomass objective function. EM is a minimal set of reactions
in a steady state, in which all irreversible reactions are used in the appropriate direction [70,
71]. [78] estimated the effect of knockouts by the number of elementary modes (EMs) that
include the knocked-out reaction. Based on the idea of topological flux balance (TFB) [75], the
topological impact degree (TID) calculates the number of reactions that have an EM in common
with the knocked-out reactions [35, 82]. The flux balance impact degree (FBID) is the number
of reactions that are not included in any EMs that do not include the knocked-out reactions [91].
A minimal cut set (MCS) is the minimal set of reactions whose inactivation leads to a failure
of the specified reactions [41, 42]. [2] proved that computing the MCS is NP-hard. MCSs in
a metabolic network are EMs in a dual network [11]. EMs and MCSs can be calculated by
FluxAnalyzer [42] and CellNetAnalyzer (CNA) [43], MATLAB-based tools that can be applied
to many network-based problems. Because knockouts may induce side-effects that disables
the desired functionality, the constrained MCS allows additional constraints that preserve a set
of desired modes [25]. Based on an EM-based analysis and the idea of minimal metabolic
functionality, optimal knockout strategies were analyzed to maximize industrial production,
and the effect was confirmed by biological experiments [85, 87].

Another mathematical model of metabolic networks is the Boolean model. Although not
suitable for analyzing the mass flow of metabolic networks, the logical analysis of this model
is relatively solid as it needs less information than the flow-based models. The synthetic acces-
sibility is defined as the number of reactions required to transform a set of source metabolites
into a set of target metabolites [89]. For a given set of source nodes (called seeds), the scope is
defined as the set of producible compounds [26]. The damage is the number of reactions that
are affected by the knocked-out reactions [51]. To take side-effects into account, [77] developed
a branch-and-bound-based algorithm, OPMET, which minimizes damage to non-target nodes.
[83] developed an integer linear programming (ILP)-based method for the Boolean reaction cut
(BRC) problem and analyzed the computational complexity of BRC [81], in which the num-
ber of inhibited reactions is minimized to make target compounds non-producible [83]. In the
Boolean model of metabolic networks, reactions and compounds can be represented by “AND”
and “OR” nodes, respectively, and the network can then be considered as a bipartite graph. Lu
et al. considered the problem of adding a minimum reaction set so that the target compound
becomes producible in a Boolean metabolic network [54]. Although the above research focuses
on metabolic networks, the basic framework of the Boolean model can be extended to other
types of biological networks. For example, Flöttmannet al. formalized signal transduction
networks using reaction contingency-based bipartite Boolean modeling [21], and Samagaet al.
studied minimal intervention sets (MISs) for Boolean signaling networks [68].

Thus, in many cases, the effects of reaction inhibition are first estimated in each metabolic
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network model, and then certain optimization problem is defined for each estimation model.
Furthermore, in addition to maximizing the desired functions, some problems minimize unde-
sirable functions as side-effects in the same network.

As a reasonable extension of the above research, this research considers the situation in
which different types of cells exist in the same place. For example, many types of bacteria
exist in our intestine. Some of them are good bacteria, others are bad bacteria, and they have
different metabolic networks. As another example, normal cells and cancer cells may exist in
the same organ. In such cases, it may be useful to compute the optimal knockout strategies that
would cause the bad cells to lose some essential functionality, but allow the good cells to sur-
vive. Therefore, we consider the following minimal knockout for multiple networks (MKMN )
problem: given two different metabolic networks with source and target compounds, obtain
the minimum number of reactions whose inhibition induces the target compounds to become
non-producible in bad cells, but producible in good cells.

Although we focus in this study on the case where two networks are given, it is straightfor-
ward to extend the proposed methods to the case where more than two networks are given.

We analyze this problem using the Boolean model (MKMN-B ) and the EM-based model
(MKMN-EM ). As both MKMN-B and MKMN-EM are NP-complete (as shown in the “Theo-
retical results” section), we develop methods based on ILP [53, 69] for MKMN-B and MKMN-
EM. ILP is often used to formalize NP-complete problems, and there is an efficient free ILP
solver called CPLEX [1]. In MKMN-B, to properly account for the effect of cycles, we utilize
the notion of the maximal valid assignment (MaxVA ) [83] and the minimal valid assignment
(MinVA ) [54]. To obtain faster ILP-based methods by reducing the number of variables, we de-
velopIP-FVS1 andIP-FVS2, which utilize the idea based on feedback vertex sets (FVS) [83],
MaxVA is strictly applied in IP-FVS1, but is not applied to the nodes detected by FVS in IP-
FVS2. We also develop faster algorithmsIP-FVS1-approx andIP-FVS2-approx by limiting
the number of time steps, although the optimality of the resulting solutions is not ensured. For
MKMN-EM, we developIP-EM , in which CNA is used to obtain the EMs, and then formalize
MKMN-EM using ILP, since MKMN-EM is NP-complete, even when EMs are given.

We apply our developed methods to the metabolic networks data ofclostridium perfringens
SM101(CPR) andbifidobacterium longum DJO10A(BLJ), as downloaded from the KEGG
database [37]. The CPR network is denoted byN1, and the BLJ network is denoted byN2.
Dataset 1 consists of only the central metabolism, andN1 andN2 consist of 73 and 82 nodes,
respectively. Dataset 2 consists of the carbon metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, and biosyn-
thesis of amino acids, andN1 andN2 consist of 251 and 328 nodes, respectively. Dataset 3
consists of whole metabolic networks, andN1 andN2 consist of 1231 and 1881 nodes, re-
spectively. We apply IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM to Datasets 1,2, and 3, where the target
compounds are pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, acetate, oxaloacetate, and phosphoenolpyruvate. For
most cases in Dataset3, IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM could not complete the computation a
provisional time limit of 2 hours. Hence, we applied IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-approx to
this dataset, and limited the number of time steps to 10. For Dataset 1, IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and
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IP-EM took at most 3 s for every target compound, but in most cases there are no solutions. For
Dataset 2, IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM took at most 20 s for every target compound, and
solutions were obtained in about half of the cases. Finally, for Dataset 3, IP-FVS1-approx(10)
and IP-FVS2-approx(10) finished their calculations within 15 s for every target compound. We
examine the relations between the obtained solutions and predecessors of the target compound
in N1 andN2.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Main problems

In this subsection, the main problemMinimal Knockout for Multiple Networks (MKMN)
is explained using examples. Mathematical definitions are given in the next subsection. The
MKMN for the Boolean model and the EM-based model are calledMKMN-B andMKMN-
EM respectively.

Suppose we have two metabolic networksN1 andN2, as shown in Fig.4.1(A). Rectangles
and circles represent reactions and compounds, respectively. For example, reactionr1 has the
substrates (reactants){c1, c2}, and products{c4, c5, c6} for bothN1 andN2. However, since
the topologies ofN1 andN2 are slightly different,N1 does not include reactionr4. For N1,
{c1, c3, c7} are called source nodes, and are assumed to be supplied by the external environ-
ment, whereas{c1, c2, c3, c7} are source nodes forN2. The purpose of MKMN is to find the
minimum number of reactions whose inhibition (deletion) induces the target compound to be
non-producible inN1 but producible inN2. In Fig. 4.1 (A), c9 is the target compound. This
should be non-producible inN1, but producible inN2 after the minimum number of reaction
deletions.

MKMN-B is defined as a problem to solve MKMN in a Boolean model. In MKMN-B, if
all substrates exist, the reaction occurs. For example, in Fig.4.1 (A), r1 occurs if bothc1 and
c2 exist. Note that the existence ofc2 is not always the same inN1 andN2. In this example, the
solution of MKMN-B is to inhibit{r3}, asc2 becomes non-producible,r1 cannot take place,c4
becomes non-producible,r2 cannot take place, and thenc9 becomes non-producible inN1, but
producible inN2 via r2 or r4. Note that directed cycles often play important roles. On the other
hand, the inhibition of{r1} is not a solution as this makesc9 non-producible in bothN1 and
N2. Similarly, inhibiting{r2} is not a solution either, sincec9 would remain producible in both
N1 andN2.

The problem setting of MKMN-B forN1 is the same as that for the Boolean Reaction Cut
in [83]. To properly account for the effect of cycles, [83] defined themaximal valid assignment
(MaxVA ). For example, although the optimal solution of MKMN-B forN1 andN2 as in Fig.
4.1(A) is {r2}, if neitherc2 norc6 initially exists inN1, then neitherr1 norr3 can occur, andc9
becomes non-producible. Therefore, “inhibiting no reactions” looks like the optimal solution of
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Figure 4.1: An example of Minimum Knockout for Multiple Networks (MKMN) problem. MKMN is a
problem to find the minimum number of reactions whose inhibition makes the target compound non-producible in
N1 but producible inN2. (A)The MKMN solution for this example is{r3}, whose inhibition prevents production
of vc9 in N1 but not inN2. (B) r1 of N1 in Fig. 4.1 is decomposed intor1 ands1.

MKMN-B if c2 is not supplied toN1 from the external environment. To avoid such ambiguity,
MaxVA is defined as the 0-1 assignment that satisfies the Boolean constraint for each node,
and the number of 1’s is maximal among such 0-1 assignments. In [83], it was proved that
MaxVA can be calculated by initially assigning a value of 1 to all nodes, the effect of reaction
inhibition gradually reaches other nodes, and finally converges to some 0-1 assignment, which
corresponds to the MaxVA. In MKMN-B, the assumption of MaxVA is applied toN1.

However, the assumption of MaxVA is not appropriate forN2 in MKMN-B. For example,
suppose thatN1 andN2 in Fig. 4.2(A) are given. If the assumption of MaxVA is applied to both
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Figure 4.2: The minimal valid assignment (MinVA) is applied to N2. The FVS-based operation forN2 is
different from that ofN1. (A){r2, r3} is the optimal solution of MKMN-B forN1 andN2. (B)However, ifs4 is
initially assigned a value of 1 inN ′

2, {r1} is obtained as the solution.

N1 andN2, {r1} is obtained as the optimal solution of MKMN-B, since(c1, c2, c3, c4, r1, r4, r5, r6) =
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1) is the MaxVA ofN2 if {r1} is inhibited. However,{r2, r3} seems to be a
more appropriate solution of MKMN-B, as the inhibition of{r1} disconnects the source node
c1 and the target compoundc3 in N2. To account for the effect of cycles, and make the tar-
get compound producible, the MinVA notion has been shown to be efficient [54]. Similar to
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MaxVA, MinVA is a valid assignment, in which the number of 1’s is minimal. In MKMN-B,
MaxVA and MinVA are applied toN1 andN2, respectively.

Table 4.1: The 0-1 assignments corresponding to the EMs of the example network of Fig.4.3, where
{c1, c3, c7, c9} is a set of external compounds.

p1 q1 p2 q2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9
EM1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
EM2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
EM3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
EM4 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
EM5 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0

Figure 4.3:The 0-1 assignments of elementary modes (EMs) of this network are listed in Table4.1.

MKMN-EM is defined as a problem to solve MKMN in the elementary mode (EM)-based
model. An EM describes a feasible and balanced (steady-state) flux distribution through the
network, which is minimal with respect to the utilized reactions (enzymes) [42]. Note that
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{r3} is not the solution of MKMN-EM in Fig.4.1 (A), since the target compoundc9 becomes
non-producible in bothN1 andN2. In MKMN-EM, we consider only the topology of each
EM, and do not consider the magnitude of each flow. Therefore, an EM can be represented
by a 0-1 assignment of reaction and compound nodes. For example, Table4.1 shows the 0-1
assignments of the EMs for the example network shown in Fig.4.3, where{c1, c3, c7, c9} is a set
of external compounds. Suppose that the target compoundc7 should become non-producible,
where{c1, c3, c9} is a set of source nodes. As EM1, EM2, EM3, and EM5 can producec7,
the set of reactions to be inhibited must include at least one from each of these four EMs. For
example, inhibiting{r3, r5} makesc7 non-producible sincer3 is included in EM2 and EM5,
andr5 is included in EM1 and EM3.

4.2.2 Mathematical definitions of main problems

In this subsection, the main problems of this study are mathematically defined. A metabolic net-
work is defined as a directed bipartite networkN = (Vc, Vr, E), whereVc is a set ofcompound
nodes, andVr is a set ofreaction nodes. Although there are two kinds of reaction nodes : their-
reversible reaction nodeand thereversible reaction node, only irreversible reaction nodes exist
in this problem, which meansVr only contains the irreversible reaction nodesrxxxs. E is a set
of edges connecting a compound node and a reaction node. Therefore, neighbors of compound
nodes are always reaction nodes, and neighbors of reaction nodes are always compound nodes.
In MKMN, two metabolic networksN1 = (Vc1 , Vr1 , E1) andN2 = (Vc2 , Vr2 , E2) are given,
where|Vc1 | = m1, |Vr1 | = n1, |Vc2 | = m2, |Vr2 | = n2, m = m1 +m2, andn = n1 + n2 hold.
For example, in Fig.4.1 (A), Vr1 = {r1, r2, r3}, Vc1 = {c1, c2, . . . , c9} Vr2 = {r1, r2, r3, r4},
Vc2 = {c1, c2, . . . , c10}, m1 = 9, n1 = 3, m2 = 10, andn2 = 4 hold.

Vex is a set ofexternal nodes, that are affected by the external environment not described
in N . Vs1 ⊂ Vc1 andVs2 ⊂ Vc2 are sets ofsource nodesin N1 andN2, respectively. Similarly,
Vt1 ⊂ Vc1 andVt2 ⊂ Vc2 are sets oftarget nodesin N1 andN2, respectively. It holds that
Vs1 , Vs2 , Vt1 , Vt2 ⊂ Vex. In Fig. 4.1 (A), Vs1 = {c1, c3, c7}, Vs2 = {c1, c2, c3, c7}, andVt1 =

Vt2 = {c9} hold. Note that somev ∈ Vex may not be included by eitherVs or Vt in the EM-
based analysis. In this study, we assume that source nodes do not have incoming edges, but that
target nodes are allowed to have out-going edges to take the multiple target compounds into
account.

In both the Boolean model and the EM-based model, values of either “0” or “1” are assigned
to each node as the magnitude of each flow is not taken into account in MKMN-EM. Suppose
that “1” is assigned to a node. In the Boolean model, this means that either the reaction oc-
curs or the compound exists. In the EM-based model, it means that the corresponding node is
included in some EM. If “0” is assigned to a node, then either the reaction does not occur, or
the compound does not exist in the Boolean model. In the EM-based model, it means that the
corresponding node is not included in the EM. LetVa ⊆ Vr1 ∪ Vr2 be perturbed reactions. If
v ∈ Vr is included inVa, v = 0 always holds whatever values are assigned to other nodes.
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LetAB be such an assignment. In the Boolean model,AB is called avalid assignment(VA )
if it satisfies each of the following:

• (i) For eachv ∈ Vs, v = 1 holds,

• (ii) For eachv ∈ Vc − Vs, v = 1 if and only if there is someu ∈ Vr such that(u, v) ∈ E

andu = 1 hold,

• (iii) For eachv ∈ Vr, v = 1 holds if and only ifv /∈ Va holds andu = 1 holds for all
(u, v) ∈ E.

Therefore, in the Boolean model, each reaction node corresponds to an “AND” node, and each
compound node corresponds to an “OR” node.A is theMaxVA for Va, if A is a valid assign-
ment for the givenVa and the number of 1’s is the maximal. Similarly,A is theMinVA for Va,
if it is a valid assignment for the givenVa and the number of 1’s is minimal.

MKMN-B is mathematically defined as follows:

Problem: MKMN-B (Minimum Knockout for Multiple Networks in the Boolean model)

• Input: Metabolic networksN1 = (Vc1 , Vr1 , E1), N2 = (Vc2 , Vr2 , E2), source nodesVs1 ⊂
Vc1 Vs2 ⊂ Vc2 , and target nodesVt1 ⊂ Vc1 , Vt2 ⊂ Vc2.

• Output: The minimum cardinality setVa ⊆ Vr1 ∪ Vr2 such that MaxVA forN1 ensures
everyv ∈ Vt1 is 0, and MinVA forN2 ensures everyv ∈ Vt2 is 1.

Note again that the MaxVA and the MinVA are applied toN1 andN2, respectively. (See also
the examples of Fig.s4.1and4.2.)

On the other hand, an EM describes a feasible and balanced (steady-state) flux distribution
through the network, which is minimal with respect to utilized reactions (enzymes) [42]. An
EM is said to be arelevantEM if v1 = v2 = 1 holds for somev1 ∈ Vs andv2 ∈ Vt in its 0-1
assignment. Then, MKMN-EM is mathematically defined as follows:

Problem: MKMN-EM (Minimum Knockout for Multiple Networks in the Elementary Mode
model)

• Input: Metabolic networksN1 = (Vc1 , Vr1 , E1), N2 = (Vc2 , Vr2 , E2), external nodes
Vex1 ⊂ Vc1 ∪Vr1 , Vex2 ⊂ Vc2 ∪Vr2 , target nodesVt1 ⊂ Vc1 , Vt2 ⊂ Vc2 , and a stoichiometry
matrixS.

• Output: The minimum cardinality setVa ⊆ Vr1 ∪Vr2 , which satisfies each of the follow-
ing:

– For allv ∈ Vt1 , v = 0 holds for any relevant EM onN1 = (Vc1 , Vr1 \ Va, E1).

– For allv ∈ Vt2 , v = 1 holds for some relevant EM onN2 = (Vc2 , Vr2 \ Va, E2).
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4.2.3 Integer linear programming-based method for MKMN-B

Since MKMN-B is NP-hard as discussed in “Theoretical results”, we develop an ILP-based
method for its solution. In ILP, every Boolean constraint must be represented by linear equations
or inequalities. In this study, we use two linear representations of Boolean constraints:

LP1 [83]: Since the Boolean “AND” relationy = x1 ∧ x2 ∧ · · · ∧ xk can be converted into
(y ∨ x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xk)∧ (y ∨ x1)∧ (y ∨ x2)∧ · · · ∧ (y ∨ xk) = 1, it can be represented by the
following linear inequalities:

y + (1− x1) + (1− x2) + · · ·+ (1− xk) ≥ 1,

(1− y) + x1 ≥ 1,

(1− y) + x2 ≥ 1,

· · ·
(1− y) + xk ≥ 1,

where all variables are binary.
Similarly, as the Boolean “OR” relationy = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xk can be converted into

(y ∨ x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xk)∧ (y ∨ x1)∧ (y ∨ x2)∧ · · · ∧ (y ∨ xk) = 1, it can be represented by the
following linear inequalities:

(1− y) + x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xk ≥ 1,

y + (1− x1) ≥ 1,

y + (1− x2) ≥ 1,

· · ·
y + (1− xk) ≥ 1,

where all variables are binary.

LP2 [4] : Another type of linear function representation of Boolean functions is as follows: The
Boolean “AND” can be represented by the following linear inequalities:

ky ≤ x1 + x2 + . . .+ xk,

y ≥ x1 + . . .+ xk − (k − 1),

where all variables are binary.
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Similarly, the Boolean “OR” can be represented by the following linear inequalities:

ky ≥ x1 + x2 + . . .+ xk,

y ≤ x1 + . . .+ xk,

where all variables are binary.

As described in [83], we should introduce notion of time for calculating the MaxVA. A naive
method for calculating the MaxVA is as follows. Each node is initially assigned 1, specified
reactions are inhibited, effects of the inhibition affect neighbor nodes in the next time step, and
the finally converged 0-1 assignment is the MaxVA. Similarly, as described in [54], the MinVA
can be calculated by initially assigning 0 to each node other than the source nodes. However,
in this naive method, the number of time steps should be the same as the total number of nodes
to ensure that the 0-1 assignment converges. Thus, the number of variables needed for the ILP
formalization isO((m+ n)2).

By utilizing an FVS, the number of time steps is reduced tof , and then the number of
variables in the ILP formalization becomesO(f(m + n)). (The FVS is a set of nodes whose
removal makes the graph acyclic, andf is the size of the FVS [83].) For example,r1 of N1 in
Fig. 4.1 (A) can be decomposed intor1 ands1, as shown inN ′

1 of Fig. 4.1 (B). Different from
the naive method, the time step advances by one only when the value of the “r” node is copied
to the “s” node. Suppose thatr3 is inhibited in Fig.4.1 (B). Because we consider the MaxVA
for N1 (andN ′

1), all source nodes and “s” nodes are assigned 1 att = 0. If r3 is not inhibited, all
nodes become 1 att = 0 since the time step advances only when the value ofr1 is copied tos1.
However, sincer3 is inhibited,(r3, c2, r1) = (0, 0, 0) holds att = 0, whereas(s1, c6) = (1, 1)

holds att = 0. Then,r1 = 0 at t = 0 is copied tos1 at t = 1. Thus, all nodes other than
c1, c3, c7 become 0 whenr3 is inhibited. Note that the necessary time steps for calculating this
is 2 (t = 0 andt = 1). This is the size of FVS +1. In the naive method, the time step advances
whenever 0 affects its adjacent nodes. Therefore, the number of necessary time steps is as large
as the number of nodes to ensure that the 0-1 assignment converges.

Based on this idea, we formalize an ILP-based method to solve MKMK-B. In the following,
we explain our proposed methods using examples. It is straightforward to extend the examples
to a general case.

WhenN1 andN2 in Fig. 4.1(A) are given.IP-FVS1-LP1 is formalized as follows:

Maximize
TE1(0) + TE2(0) + TE3(0) + TE4N2(0) (1)

Subject to
TC9 N1(f1) = 0, (2)
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TC9 N2(f2) = 1 (3)

/* Definitions ofN1

for all t1 = 0,...,f1
/* Reactions
TR1 N1(t1) + FC1 N1(t1) + FC2 N1(t1) + FE1(t1) ≥ 1,
FR1 N1(t1) + TC1 N1(t1) ≥ 1, FR1N1(t1) + TC2 N1(t1) ≥ 1,
FR1 N1(t1) + TE1(t1) ≥ 1 (4)

TR2 N1(t1) + FC3 N1(t1) + FC4 N1(t1) + FE2(t1) ≥ 1,
FR2 N1(t1) + TC3 N1(t1) ≥ 1, FR2N1(t1) + TC4 N1(t1) ≥ 1,
FR2 N1(t1) + TE2(t1) ≥ 1 (5)

TR3 N1(t1) + FC6 N1(t1) + FC7 N1(t1) + FE3(t1) ≥ 1,
FR3 N1(t1) + TC6 N1(t1) ≥ 1, FR3N1(t1) + TC7 N1(t1) ≥ 1,
FR3 N1(t1) + TE3(t1) ≥ 1 (6)

/* Compounds
TC2 N1(t1) = TR3 N1(t1) (7)

TC4 N1(t1) = TSR1N1(t1) (8)

TC5 N1(t1) = TSR1N1(t1) (9)

TC6 N1(t1) = TSR1N1(t1) (10)

TC8 N1(t1) = TR2 N1(t1) (11)

FC9 N1(t1) + TR2 N1(t1) + TR3 N1(t1) ≥ 1,
TC9 N1(t1) + FR2 N1(t1) ≥ 1,
TC9 N1(t1) + FR3 N1(t1) ≥ 1 (12)

/* SR1
TSR1N1(t1 + 1) = TR1 N1(t1) (13)

/* Es
TE1(t1 + 1) = TE1(t1) (14)
TE2(t1 + 1) = TE2(t1) (15)
TE3(t1 + 1) = TE3(t1) (16)
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/* Source compounds
TC1 N1(t1) = 1 (17)
TC3 N1(t1) = 1 (18)
TC7 N1(t1) = 1 (19)

/* Definitions ofN2

for all t2 = 0,...,f2
/* Reactions
TR1 N2(t2) + FC1 N2(t2) + FC2 N2(t2) + FE1(t2) ≥ 1,
FR1 N2(t2) + TC1 N2(t2) ≥ 1, FR1N2(t2) + TC2 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
FR1 N2(t2) + TE1(t2) ≥ 1 (20)

TR2 N2(t2) + FC3 N2(t2) + FC4 N2(t2) + FE2(t2) ≥ 1,
FR2 N2(t2) + TC3 N2(t2) ≥ 1, FR2N2(t2) + TC4 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
FR2 N2(t2) + TE2(t2) ≥ 1 (21)

TR3 N2(t2) + FC6 N2(t2) + FC7 N2(t2) + FE3(t2) ≥ 1,
FR3 N2(t2) + TC6 N2(t2) ≥ 1, FR3N2(t2) + TC7 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
FR3 N2(t2) + TE3(t2) ≥ 1 (22)

TR4 N2(t2) + FC5 N2(t2) + FE4 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
FR4 N2(t2) + TC5 N2(t2) ≥ 1, FR4N2(t2) + TE4 N2(t2) ≥ 1 (23)

/* Compounds
TC4 N2(t2) = TR1 N2(t2) (24)

TC5 N2(t2) = TR1 N2(t2) (25)

TC6 N2(t2) = TR1 N2(t2) (26)

TC8 N2(t2) = TR2 N2(t2) (27)

FC9 N2(t2) + TR2 N2(t2) + TR3 N2(t2) + TR4 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
TC9 N2(t2) + FR2 N2(t2) ≥ 1, TC9 N2(t2) + FR3 N2(t2) ≥ 1,
TC9 N2(t2) + FR4 N2(t2) ≥ 1 (28)

TC10 N2(t2) = TR3 N2(t2) (29)

/* Es
TE1(t2 + 1) = TE1(t2) (30)
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TE2(t2 + 1) = TE2(t2) (31)
TE3(t2 + 1) = TE3(t2) (32)
TE4 N2(t2 + 1) = TE4 N2(t2) (33)

/* Source compounds
TC1 N2(t2) = 1 (34)
TC2 N2(t2) = 1 (35)
TC3 N2(t2) = 1 (36)
TC7 N2(t2) = 1 (37)

/* SR1
TSR1N1(0) = 1 (38)

/* f1 = | F1 | + 1, whereF1 is the FVS ofN1

f1 = 2 (39)
/* f2 = | F2 | + 1, whereF2 is the FVS ofN2

f2 = 1 (40)

TX + FX = 1 for any X (41)

where every variable takes a value of either 0 or 1. “T” and “F” stand for true(1) and false(0),
respectively. “R”, “C” and “E” stand for reaction, compound, and enzyme, respectively. For
each reaction node, TRi(t) = 1 (resp., FRi(t) = 1) representsri = 1 (resp.,ri = 0). Therefore,
TRi(t) + FRi(t) = 1 holds for any reaction noderi at time stept. “t = 0” means the initial
time step. For example, if TR2(1) = 0, which meansr2 = 0 (the reaction noder2 does not
occur) att = 1, FR2(1) = 1 automatically holds at the same time. The use of FRi(t) simplifies
this illustration. In the implementation, FRi(t) is replaced by 1-TRi(t) to reduce the number
of variables. Similarly, each compoundci is represented by TCi(t) and FCi(t), where TCi(t) +
FCi(t) = 1. For example, TC3(1) = 1 means thatc3 = 1 (the compoundc3 exists) att = 1, and
FC3(1) = 1 means thatc3 = 0 (the compoundc3 does not exist) att = 1.
The maximal number of time stepsf1 and f2 can be calculated byf1 = |F1| + 1 and f2 =
|F2| + 1, where|F1| and|F2| are the sizes of the FVS forN1 andN2, respectively. Note that
“+1” is necessary because at least 1 time step is necessary even if there is no FVS. Furthermore,
since the number of time steps ofN1 andN2 may be different, the ILP formalization is defined
for each network. In the above example forIP-FVS1-LP1, (2), (4)-(19), (38), and (39) give the
ILP formalization ofN1, whereas (3), (20)-(37), and (40) give the ILP formalization ofN2. To
distinguish each node, “N1” (resp., “ N2”) is appended to each variable name to denote which
network the node belongs to. For example, TR1N1(1) = 1 means thatr1 = 1 (the reaction node
r1 occurs) inN1 at t = 1, and FR1N2(3) = 1 means thatr1 = 0 (the reactionr1 does not occur)
in N2 at t = 3. “ N1” and “ N2” are not appended to the variables of nodes that are common to
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bothN1 andN2.
In IP-FVS1-LP1, the Boolean “AND” relation of a reaction node is converted into LP1 type
linear inequalities as shown in (5). The relation in (5) represents the constraints between the
reaction noder2 and each incoming compound node (c3 andc4) in N1. Two additional variables
TE2(t1) and FE2(t1) are also included in (5), since we add a virtual predecessor nodeei to each
reaction noderi in both networks. TEi(t) and FEi(t) denote whetherri is inhibited. Sinceri
is represented by an “AND” node,ei = 0 can ensure thatri remains inactive, even if all other
predecessors ofri are 1. Furthermore, the same TEi(t) and FEi(t) are used for each common
reaction noderi betweenN1 andN2. In the above example forIP-FVS1-LP1, the common
reaction nodesr2 of the two networks are connected bye2 (TE2 and FE2 in (5) and (21)).

The Boolean “OR” relation of a compound node is converted into LP1-type linear inequali-
ties, as shown in (12), when the indegree of the compound node is more than 1. If the indegree
of the compound is 1, we need only copy the value from the variable of the predecessor reaction
node as shown in (7).

ForN1, the values of each source node and each node newly created bysi at t = 0 are set
to 1 to realize theMaxVA as shown in (17)-(19) and (38). The value of the target node is set to
0 att = f1 to ensure that the target node eventually cannot be produced inN1.

ForN2, only the source nodes and target node values att = f1 are set to 1, as shown in (3)
and (34)-(37), to realizeMinVA .

The MKMN result can be calculated by maximizing TEi(t), as shown in (1), sinceei rep-
resents whether the reaction node is inhibited. As mentioned above, FEi(t) is replaced by 1-
TEi(t). Relation (1) implies that the minimal number of reaction knockouts is calculated by
maximizing the number of reaction nodes that are not knocked out. In addition, (2) indicates
that the target compoundc9 should eventually not be produced inN1, whereas (3) suggests that
the target compoundc9 should eventually be produced inN2.

Relations (4)-(19) are the node constraints forN1. {r1} is chosen as the FVSF1. The
maximal time stepf1 of N1 is 2, wheref1 = |F1| + 1 = 1 + 1 = 2. Relations (4)-(6) represent the
constraints on reactionsr1-r3, respectively, and (7)-(12) represent the constraints on compounds
c2, c4, c5, c6, c8, andc9, respectively. In (8)-(10), the predecessor reaction noder1 of compounds
c4-c6 is replaced bys1, where TSR1N1(t1) = 1 representss1 = 1 (s1 is active) att1 in N1, and
TSR1N1(t1) = 0 representss1 = 0 (s1 is inactive) att1 in N1. Relation (13) increases the time
step by 1 when the value ofr1 is copied tos1. Relations (14)-(16) ensure that the state of each
reaction (inhibited or uninhibited) does not change during the time transition, and (17)-(19)
definec1, c3, andc7 as the source nodes ofN1.
Relations (20)-(37) are the node constraints forN2. Since the FVSF2 = {}, the maximal time
stepf2 of N2 is 1, wheref2 = |F2| + 1 = 0 + 1 = 1. Relations (20)-(23) represent the constraints
on reactionsr1-r4, respectively, and (24)-(29) give the constraints on compoundsc4, c5, c6, c8,
c9, andc10, respectively. Relations (30)-(33) ensure that the state of each reaction (inhibited
or uninhibited) does not change during the time transition. Reaction nodesr1, r2 andr3 are
common to bothN1 andN2, whereasr4 exists only inN2. Relations (34)-(37) definec1, c2, c3
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andc7 as the source nodes ofN2.
Relations (38) states that the initial value ofs1 is set to 1 (s1 = 1 att1 = 0) for theMaxVA

in N1, and (39)-(40) give the maximal time steps ofN1 andN2, respectively. Relation (41)
denotes that “T...” represents “true (1)” and “F...” represents “false (0).”

Since MinVA is calculated forN2, IP-FVS1-LP2 for MKMN-B shown in Fig. 4.2 is as
follows:

Maximize
TE1(0) + TE2N1(0) + TE3N1(0) + TE4N2(0) + TE5N2(0) + TE6N2(0) (42)

Subject to
TC3 N1(f1) = 0, (43)
TC3 N2(f2) = 1 (44)

/* Definitions ofN1

for all t1 = 0,...,f1
/* Reactions
2 TR1 N1(t1) - TC1 N1(t1) - TE1(t1) ≤ 0,
TR1 N1(t1) - TC1 N1(t1) - TE1(t1) ≥ -1 (45)

2 TR2 N1(t1) - TC2 N1(t1) - TE2 N1(t1) ≤ 0,
TR2 N1(t1) - TC2 N1(t1) - TE2 N1(t1) ≥ -1 (46)

2 TR3 N1(t1) - TC2 N1(t1) - TE3 N1(t1) ≤ 0,
TR3 N1(t1) - TC2 N1(t1) - TE3 N1(t1) ≥ -1 (47)

/* Compounds
TC2 N1(t1) = TR1 N1(t1) (48)

2 TC3 N1(t1) - TR2 N1(t1) - TR3 N1(t1) ≥ 0,
TC3 N1(t1) - TR2 N1(t1) - TR3 N1(t1) ≤ 0 (49)

/* Es
TE1(t1 + 1) = TE1(t1) (50)
TE2 N1(t1 + 1) = TE2 N1(t1) (51)
TE3 N1(t1 + 1) = TE3 N1(t1) (52)

/* Source compounds
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TC1 N1(t1) = 1 (53)

/* Definitions ofN2

for all t2 = 0,...,f2
/* Reactions
2 TR1 N2(t2) - TC1 N2(t2) - TE1(t2) ≤ 0,
TR1 N2(t2) - TC1 N2(t2) - TE1(t2) ≥ -1 (54)

2 TR4 N2(t2) - TC2 N2(t2) - TE4 N2(t2) ≤ 0,
TR4 N2(t2) - TC2 N2(t2) - TE4 N2(t2) ≥ -1 (55)

2 TR5 N2(t2) - TC4 N2(t2) - TE5 N2(t2) ≤ 0,
TR5 N2(t2) - TC4 N2(t2) - TE5 N2(t2) ≥ -1 (56)

2 TR6 N2(t2) - TC4 N2(t2) - TE6 N2(t2) ≤ 0,
TR6 N2(t2) - TC4 N2(t2) - TE6 N2(t2) ≤ -1 (57)

/* Compounds
2 TC2 N2(t2) - TR1 N2(t2) - TR5 N2(t2) ≥ 0,
TC2 N2(t2) - TR1 N2(t2) - TR5 N2(t2) ≤ 0 (58)

TC3 N2(t2) = TR6 N2(t2) (59)

TC4 N2(t2) = TSR4N2(t2) (60)

/* SR4
TSR4N2(t2 + 1) = TR4 N2(t2) (61)

/* Es
TE1(t2 + 1) = TE1(t2) (62)
TE4 N2(t2 + 1) = TE4 N2(t2) (63)
TE5 N2(t2 + 1) = TE5 N2(t2) (64)
TE6 N2(t2 + 1) = TE6 N2(t2) (65)

/* Source compounds
TC1 N2(t2) = 1 (66)

/* SR4
TSR4N2(0) = 0 (67)
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/* f1 = |F1| + 1, whereF1 is the FVS size ofN1

f1 = 1 (68)
/* f2 = |F2| + 1, whereF2 is the FVS size ofN2

f2 = 2 (69)

where each variable takes a value of either 0 or 1. The Boolean relations of the reaction nodes
and compound nodes are converted into LP2 type linear inequalities here. As (42) maximizes
the number of reactions that are not inhibited, it corresponds to minimizing the number of
inhibited reactions. Relation (43) ensures that the target compoundc3 finally becomes non-
producible inN1, whereas (44) guarantees thatc3 remains producible inN2. Relations (45)-
(47) and (54)-(57) represent the Boolean relations of reactions inN1 andN2, respectively.
Similarly, (48)-(49) and (58)-(60) represent the Boolean relations of compounds inN1 andN2,
respectively. Relations (50)-(52) and (62)-(65) ensure that the state of each reaction (inhibited
or uninhibited) does not change in that time transition. Relations (53) and (66) mean thatc1 is
the source compound in bothN1 andN2, whereas (68)-(69) give the numbers of time steps for
N1 andN2, which are calculated from the sizes of the FVS. Here,{r4} is chosen as the FVS.
In (60), the predecessor reaction noder4 of the compoundc4 is replaced bys4. Relation (67)
states that the initial value ofs4 is set to 0 (s4 = 0 at t = 0) as MinVA is applied toN2. All
variables represented by “F...” are replaced with ”T...” variables in the implementation.

Although the above ILP-formalizations do not include cycles in bothN1 andN2, in the
general case, MaxVA and MinVA are applied toN1 andN2, respectively.

4.2.4 Exception of the maximal valid assignment

MKMN-B can be solved by IP-FVS1.
However, different from the mathematical definitions of MKMN problem, not only irre-

versible reactions but also reversible reactions exist in the real metabolic network data. For
the given metabolic networksN1 andN2, which contain both irreversible reaction nodes and
reversible reaction nodes, the problem setting of MKMN-B, in which MaxVA and MinVA are
applied toN1 andN2 respectively, may be inappropriate for some cases. For example, suppose
thatN1 andN2 are as in Fig.4.4 (A). Originally, p2 andq2 are from one reversible reaction
(r2), which is decomposed into two irreversible reactions. Bothp2 andq2 can be inhibited by
the inhibition forr2. If MaxVA is assumed inN1, neitherp2 nor q2 becomes 0 unlessr2 is
inhibited. Thus, there is a case where an original reversible reaction works as if it were a source
node inN1.

To handle such reversible reactions more appropriately, we define a variant of MaxVA by
modifying the FVS-based method as follows: if the cycle detected by the FVS-based method
does not include an original irreversible reaction, 0 is assigned to the newly created node at
t = 0.

For example, suppose thatN1 andN2 are as in Fig.4.4 (A). Since the cycle consisting
of {r1, c6, r3, c2} includes an original irreversible reaction, after decomposingr1 of N1 into r1
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Figure 4.4:A reversible reactionr2 decomposed intop2 and q2. r1 is decomposed inN1, andp2 is decomposed
in N1 andN2 so that there is no directed cycle in the resulting networks.s1(0) = 1 since the detected cycle in
(A) includes an irreversible reaction. However,s2(0) = 0 since the detected cycle in (A) does not include an
irreversible reaction.

ands1 (see Fig. 4.4 (B)), s1(0) is assigned a value of 1. Furthermore, cycles consisting of
{c3, p2, c8, q2}, {c3, p2, c9, q2}, {c4, p2, c8, q2}, and{c4, p2, c9, q2} are also decomposed. Sup-
pose thatp2 is decomposed as shown inN1 andN2 in Fig. 4.4 (B). In this case, as the cycle
does not include an original irreversible reaction,s2(0) is assigned a value of 0 for bothN1 and
N2 (see also Table4.2). Note that ifs2(0) = 1, the values ofc9 in N1 are fixed to 1, andr2 must
be inhibited to makec9 = 0, as it operates as if a reversible reaction was a kind of source node.
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Table 4.2: Initial values of nodes included by the FVS.

IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2
s2(0) of N1 1 0
s2(0) of N2 0 0

In IP-FVS1,N1 andN2 are based on MaxVA and MinVA, respectively. However, in IP-FVS2,
in addition to the above assumption, nodes included by the FVS consisting of only reversible
reactions are assigned an initial value of 0.

4.2.5 Fast approximation algorithm for MKMN-B with large networks

Although IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS2 successfully reduce the number of variables in the ILP formal-
ization fromO((m+n)2) toO(f(m+n)), O(f(m+n)) may be still too large if the network is
very big. One reasonable strategy for handling this problem is to limit the number of time steps
to some small constant. IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS2 needf time steps to ensure that the MaxVA and
MinVA are always calculated, and hence the optimal solution of MKMN-B is always obtained.
However, as the number of time steps necessary to obtain the optimal solution of MKMN-B
depends on the topology of the network obtained after removing the FVS, we generally require
fewer thanf time steps. Although the proposed method does not ensure that the solution is op-
timal (asf time steps are necessary for the worst case), it is possible to confirm that MaxVA and
MinVA in the obtained solution satisfy the condition of MKMN-B, that is, the target compound
is not producible inN1, but is producible inN2. Note that this validation process can be con-
ducted in polynomial time, since MKMN-B is NP-complete (see “Theoretical results” section).
Let IP-FVS1-approx(t) and IP-FVS2-approx(t) be the IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS2 algorithms in
which the number of time steps is limited tot. If t is not large, the numbers of variables used in
IP-FVS1-approx(t) and IP-FVS2-approx(t) areO(m+ n).

4.2.6 Elementary mode-based method for MKMN-EM

To solve MKMN-EM, we utilize CNA to calculate the EMs. Since MKMN-EM is NP-complete
even if the EMs are given (see “Theoretical results” section), we develop an ILP-based method
IP-EM to solve MKMN-EM for given EMs. For example, suppose thatN1 andN2 have four
and three relevant EMs, respectively as shown in Table4.3.

Then,IP-EM can be formulated as follows:

maximize r1 + r2 + r3 + r4 + r5 + r6 + r7

such that
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Table 4.3: Example for MKMN-EM.

N1 N2

EM1 r1, r2, r4 EM5 r1, r2, r7
EM2 r1, r3, r6 EM6 r2, r3, r4
EM3 r2, r4, r5 EM7 r4, r5
EM4 r5, r7

After obtaining the EMs that produce the target compound using CellNetAnalyzer, MKMN-EM
can be formalized by ILP.

r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r4 = 0, (4.70)

r1 ∧ r3 ∧ r6 = 0, (4.71)

r2 ∧ r4 ∧ r5 = 0, (4.72)

r5 ∧ r7 = 0, (4.73)

(r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r7) ∨ (r2 ∧ r3 ∧ r4) ∨ (r4 ∧ r5) = 1. (4.74)

where all variables are binary, and Boolean relations should be converted into linear inequalities.
Constraints (4.70)-(4.73) are converted into

r1 + r2 + r4 ≤ 2, (4.75)

r1 + r3 + r6 ≤ 2, (4.76)

r2 + r4 + r5 ≤ 2, (4.77)

r5 + r7 ≤ 1. (4.78)

For example, since (4.70) requires that at least one of{r1, r2, r4}must be 0, it can be represented
by (4.75). Furthermore, the constraint (4.74) is converted into

A = r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r7,

B = r2 ∧ r3 ∧ r4,

C = r4 ∧ r5,

A ∨B ∨ C = 1,
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and then converted into

A ≤ 1

3
(r1 + r2 + r7),

A ≥ (r1 + r2 + r7)− 2,

B ≤ 1

3
(r2 + r3 + r4),

B ≥ (r2 + r3 + r4)− 2,

C ≤ 1

2
(r4 + r5),

C ≥ (r4 + r5)− 1,

A+B + C ≥ 1,

using LP2 where all variables are binary. In this example, inhibiting{r1, r5} is an optimal
solution, since eitherr1 or r5 is included in each of EM1, EM2, EM3, and EM4, and neitherr1
nor r5 is included in EM6.

4.3 Computational experiments

We conducted computational experiments on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 0, 2.90GHz
with cache size 20.48 MB, operating system on SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 (x86
64). CPLEX version 12.4.0.0 was used as the ILP solver to obtain the global optimality [1].

Metabolic networks ofclostridium perfringens SM101(CPR) andbifidobacterium longum
DJO10A(BLJ) were represented byN1 andN2, respectively, in the MKMN. KGML (KEGG
Markup Language) of BLJ and CPR were downloaded from the KEGG PATHWAY database
[37]. Datasets 1, 2, and 3 were extracted and used as small, medium, and large networks, respec-
tively. Details of Datasets 1, 2, and 3 are given in Tables4.4, 4.5, and4.6, respectively. We con-
sidered the target compounds to be C00022(pyruvate), C00024(acetyl-CoA), C00033(acetate),
C00036(oxaloacetate), and C00074(phosphoenolpyruvate). In addition, “5 compounds” indi-
cates the problem where none of the above five compounds are producible inN1, but all are
producible inN2.

4.3.1 Datasets

In Dataset 1,N1 andN2 correspond to the central metabolism of BLJ and CPR respectively.N1

includes 36 compounds and 37 reactions (26 reversible reactions), and consists of glycolysis,
gluconeogenesis, and pentose phosphate pathway.N2 includes 43 compounds and 39 reactions
(31 reversible), and consists of glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, citrate (TCA) cycle, and pentose
phosphate pathway. Thus, there are a total of 155 nodes for Dataset 1, increasing to 212 nodes
after decomposing each reversible reactions into two irreversible reactions.
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Table 4.4: Details of the networks of Dataset 1.

N1 N2 total (N1+N2)
#compound 36 43 79
#irreversible reaction 11 8 19
#reversible reaction 26 31 57
#node 73 82 155

N1 andN2 are the central metabolism ofbifidobacterium longum DJO10A(BLJ) andclostrid-
ium perfringens SM101(CPR) respectively.N1 consists of{cpr00010.xml cpr00030.xml}, and
N2 consists of{blj00010.xml,blj00020.xml,blj00030.xml} in the KEGG database.

Table 4.5: Details of the networks of Dataset 2.

N1 N2 total (N1+N2)
#compound 132 157 289
#irreversible reaction 86 133 219
#reversible reaction 33 38 71
#node 251 328 579

N1 andN2 consist of carbon metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, and biosynthesis of amino
acids of BLJ and CPR, respectively.N1 is {cpr01200.xml, cpr01212.xml cpr01230.xml}, and
N2 is {blj01200.xml,blj01212.xml,blj01230.xml} in the KEGG database.

Table 4.6: Details of the networks of Dataset 3.

N1 N2 total (N1+N2)
#compound 622 567 1189
#irreversible reaction 400 337 737
#reversible reaction 209 205 414
#node 1231 1881 2340

N1 andN2 consist of whole metabolic networks of BLJ and CPR, respectively, downloaded
from KGML in the KEGG database.

In Dataset 2,N1 andN2 correspond to the carbon metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, and
biosynthesis of amino acids of BLJ and CPR respectively.N1 includes 132 compounds and
119 reactions (33 reversible), whereasN2 includes 157 compounds and 171 reactions (38 re-
versible). Thus, there are a total of 579 nodes for Dataset 2, rising to 650 nodes after decom-
posing each reversible reaction into two irreversible reactions.

In Dataset 3,N1 andN2 correspond to the whole pathways of BLJ and CPR, respectively.
N1 includes 622 compounds and 609 reactions (209 reversible), whereasN2 includes 1189 com-
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pounds and 1151 reactions (414 reversible). Thus, there are a total of 2340 nodes for Dataset
3, increasing to 2714 nodes after decomposing each reversible reaction into two irreversible
reactions.

4.3.2 Results for Dataset 1

Tables4.7 and4.8 show the computation time and size of the solutions obtained for each tar-
get compound by each MKMN method for Dataset 1. As Dataset 1 has small networks, the
computation time is less than 2 s for every case, and there is generally no MKMN solution.

Table 4.7: The computation time of IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 1.

\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
target compound (with LP1) (with LP2) (with LP2)
C00022(Pyruvate) 2.07 sec 1.45 sec 0.65 sec 0.47 sec
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) <0.01sec <0.01sec <0.01sec <0.01sec
C00033(Acetate) 0.21 sec 0.18 sec 0.19 sec 0.27 sec
C00036(Oxaloacetate) <0.01sec <0.01sec <0.01sec <0.01sec
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate) 0.18 sec 0.18 sec 0.57 sec 0.49 sec
All the above 5 compounds 0.18 sec 0.18 sec 0.18 sec 0.49 sec

Table 4.8: Size of the solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 1.

target compound\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
C00022(Pyruvate) no solution 2 2
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) no solution no solution no solution
C00033(Acetate) no solution no solution no solution
C00036(Oxaloacetate) no solution no solution no solution
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate)no solution 2 1
All the above 5 compounds no solution no solution 2

However, when the target compound is C00022 (pyruvate),{R01541, R04779} and{R04779,
R05605} are solutions for IP-FVS2 and IP-EM, respectively as shown in Table4.9, where
RXXXXX ( X ∈ [0 − 9]) are the IDs in KEGG. R04779 is a reaction from beta-D-Fructose 6-
phosphate to beta-D-Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate located seven steps before pyruvate in the path-
way of glycolysis. R01541 is a reaction from 2-Dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate to 2-Dehydro-
3-deoxy-6-phospho-D-gluconate locating two steps before pyruvate in the pentose phosphate
pathway, and R05605 is a reaction between 2-Dehydro-3-deoxy-6-phospho-D-gluconate and
pyruvate in the pentose phosphate pathway.
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Table 4.9: Solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 1.

target compound type the obtained solution
C00022 IP-FVS1 no solution

IP-FVS2 R01541(N1), R04779(N1)
IP-EM R04779(N1), R05605(N1)

C00074 IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 R04779(N1), R01541(N1)
IP-EM R04779(N1)

5 compounds IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 no solution
IP-EM R04779(N1), R05605(N1)

∗ ”(N1)” indicates that the reaction appears inN1, but not inN2.

When the target compound is C00074 (phosphoenolpyruvate),{R04779, R01541} and
{R04779} are solutions for IP-FVS2 and IP-EM respectively. When all five compounds are
targeted, only MKMN-EM has a solution{R04779, R05605}.

Tables S1-S3 in supplemental data show the relation among the target compound, prede-
cessors of the target compound inN1 andN2, and solutions given by each MKMN method for
each target compound. For example, Table S1 shows that R00200 and R00703 are predecessors
of the target compound C00022 for bothN1 andN2. R05605 is a predecessor of C00022 in
N1, but not inN2. R04779 (or R01541) is not a predecessor of C00022 in eitherN1 or N2. In
the tables of supporting information, “ko” indicates reactions included in the solution by each
MKMN method. We can see that solutions for MKMN are not trivial, as they do not consist of
only predecessors of the target compound.

4.3.3 Results for Dataset 2

Tables4.10 and4.11 show the computation time and size of the solutions obtained for each
target compound by each MKMN method for Dataset 2. As the networks are not very large,
the computation time is generally less than 20 s. MKMN-B-FVS1 only has solutions when the
target compound is C00022 or C00024, and MKMN-B-FVS2 only has solutions for C00022,
C00024, or C00033, in contrast MKMN-EM has solutions for all cases.

When the target compound is C00022(pyruvate), the solutions obtained for IP-FVS1, IP-
FVS2, and IP-EM are{R00200, R00214, R00216, R00586, R00945, R01196, R05605}, {R00200,
R00214, R00216, R01196, R05605}, and{R00214, R00216, R01512, R05605}, respectively
listed in Table4.12. As shown in Fig.4.5, among the above reactions,{R00200, R00220} are
predecessors of C00022 in bothN1 andN2, whereas{R00214, R00216, R001196, R05605}
are predecessors of C00022 inN1, but not inN2 (see Table S4 in supplemental data). However,
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Table 4.10: Computation time of IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 2.

\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
target compound (with LP1) (with LP2) (with LP2)
C00022(Pyruvate) 8.95 sec 11.19 sec 10.5 sec 14.59 sec
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 8.57 sec 11.31 sec 11.91 sec 4.62 sec
C00033(Acetate) 0.74 sec 0.74 sec 9.82 sec 17.48 sec
C00036(Oxaloacetate) 8.17 sec 7.05 sec 5.32 sec 10.92 sec
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate) 0.72 sec 0.74 sec 0.72 sec 13.36 sec
All the above 5 compounds 0.74 sec 0.76 sec 0.74 sec 4.64 sec

Table 4.11: Size of the solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset
2.

target compound\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
C00022(Pyruvate) 7 5 4
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 3 1 1
C00033(Acetate) no solution 1 1
C00036(Oxaloacetate) no solution no solution 1
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate)no solution no solution 5
All the above 5 compounds no solution no solution 4

{R00586, R00945, R01512} are not predecessors of C00022 in eitherN1 or N2. R00586 is a
reaction between L-Serine and O-Acetyl-L-serine in the pathway of cysteine and methionine
metabolism. R00945 is a reaction between L-Serine and glycine in the pathway of glycine,
serine, and threonine metabolism. R01512 is a reaction between 3-Phospho-D-glyceroyl phos-
phate and 3-Phospho-D-glycerate in the pathway of Glycolysis. The relations among the reac-
tions included in the obtained solutions and predecessors ofN1 andN2 are described in Table
S4.

When the target compound is C00024(Acetyl-CoA), the solutions for IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2,
and IP-EM are{R00230, R00238, R01196}, {R01196}, and{R01196}, respectively (see Table
4.12). R00230 is a predecessor of C00024 in bothN1 andN2, whereas R00238 and R01196 are
predecessor of C00024 inN1, but not inN2 (see Table S5 in supplemental data).

When the target compound is C00033(acetate), IP-FVS1 does not obtain a solution, but IP-
FVS2 and IP-EM both gives the solution{R00196}. As described in Table S6 in supplemental
data, R00196 is not the predecessor of eitherN1 or N2. Next, when the target compound is
C00036(oxaloacetate), only MKMN-EM has a solution,{R00345}. R00345 is a predecessor
of C00036 in bothN1 andN2 as shown in Table S7 of supplemental data. When the tar-
get compound is C00074(phosphoenolpyruvate), only MKMN-EM has a solution{R00199,
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Table 4.12: Solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 2.

target compound type the obtained solution
C00022 IP-FVS1 R00200, R00214(N1), R00216(N1), R00586(N1)

R00945, R01196(N1), R05605(N1)
IP-FVS2 R00200, R00214(N1), R00216(N1), R01196(N1),

R05605(N1)
IP-EM R00214(N1), R00216(N1), R01512, R05605(N1)

C00024 IP-FVS1 R00230, R00238(N1), R01196(N1)
IP-FVS2 R01196(N1)
IP-EM R01196(N1)

C00033 IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 R01196(N1)
IP-EM R01196(N1)

C00036 IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 no solution
IP-EM R00345

C00074 IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 no solution
IP-EM R00199(N1), R00206(N1), R01015(N1), R01829(N1),

R04533(N1)
5 compounds IP-FVS1 no solution

IP-FVS2 no solution
IP-EM R00214(N1), R00216(N1), R01512, R05605(N1)

∗ ”(N1)” indicates that the reaction appears inN1, but not inN2.

R00206, R01015, R01829, R04533}. As described in Table S8 of supplemental data, R00199
and R00206 are predecessors of C00074 inN1, but not inN2. However, none of R01015,
R01829, or R04533 are predecessors of C00074 in eitherN1 orN2.

Finally, when all five compounds are targeted, MKMN-B does not have the solution, but
MKMN-EM has the solution{R00214, R00216, R01512, R05605}. As described in Table S9
of supplemental data, R00214, R00216 and R05605 are predecessors of at least one of the five
target compounds inN1, but not inN2. R01512 is not the predecessor of any of the five target
compounds in eitherN1 or N2, and is a reaction between 3-Phospho-D-glyceroyl phosphate
and 3-Phospho-D-glycerate locating two steps before C00074 (phosphoenolpyruvate) in the
glycolysis pathway.
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Figure 4.5:Solutions for Dataset 2 with the target compound C00022(Pyruvate).When the target compound
is C00022(Pyruvate), solutions of IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2, and IP-EM for Dataset 2 are represented by red, blue, and
green lines, respectively.

4.3.4 Results for Dataset 3

Tables4.13 and4.14 show the computation time and size of the solutions obtained for each
target compound by each MKMN method for Dataset 3. For IP-FVS1, although the calculation
was completed for every target compound, no solutions were found when the target compound
was either C00033(acetate), C00074(phosphoenolpyruvate) or “5 compounds.” For IP-FVS2,
the calculation only completed when the target compound was C00074(phosphoenolpyruvate)
or “5 compounds.” CNA could not calculate the EMs for the EM-based method, as the networks
are too large.

As listed in Table4.13, IP-FVS1 can compute solutions with either LP1 or LP2 within 70
min for each target compound. However, IP-FVS2 requires a computation time of over 2 h, and
frequently cannot obtain a solution.

As the computation time is large and solutions are not always obtained, we appliedIP-
FVS1-approx(10)andIP-FVS2-approx(10)to Dataset 3. Tables4.15and4.16show the com-
putation time and size of the solutions given by IP-FVS1-approx(10) and IP-FVS2-approx(10)
for each target compound for MKMN-B for Dataset 3. As can be seen in Table4.15, the compu-
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Table 4.13: The computation time by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset 3.

\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS1 LP-type2 IP-EM
target compound (with LP1) (with LP2) IP-FVS2
C00022(Pyruvate) 26min37sec 54min56sec > 2 hours NA
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 32min6sec 56min19sec > 2 hours NA
C00033(Acetate) 16min17sec 12min14sec > 2 hours NA
C00036(Oxaloacetate) 32min38sec 1hr8min35sec > 2 hours NA
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate)21min1sec 12min34sec 5min29sec NA
All the above 5 compounds 21min44sec 12min15sec 7min2sec NA

Table 4.14: Size of the solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS2 and IP-EM for each target compound with Dataset
3.

target compound\ type IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
C00022(Pyruvate) 12 NA NA
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 7 NA NA
C00033(Acetate) no solution NA NA
C00036(Oxaloacetate) 3 NA NA
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate)no solution no solution NA
All the above 5 compounds no solution no solution NA

tation time of IP-FVS1-approx(10) and IP-FVS2-approx(10) is at most 15 s, and computation is
always completed although there is no solution for some cases. The relations among solutions
of IP-FVS1, IP-FVS1-approx(10), IP-FVS2, and IP-FVS2-approx(10) are summarized in Table
4.17.

Table 4.15: Computation time of IP-FVS1-approx(10) and IP-FVS2-approx(10) for each target compound with
Dataset 3.

\ type IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS2-approx(10)
target compound (with LP1) (with LP2) (with LP2)
C00022(Pyruvate) 9.43sec 6.92sec 12.05sec
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 9.18sec 6.71sec 14.95sec
C00033(Acetate) 4.46sec 1.22sec 14.01sec
C00036(Oxaloacetate) 8.78sec 7.81sec 10.66sec
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate) 2.81sec 0.97sec 1.32sec
All the above 5 compounds 2.72sec 0.96sec 1.37sec
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Table 4.16: The size of the obtained solutions by IP-FVS1-approx(10), IP-FVS2-approx(10) for each target com-
pound with Dataset 3.

target compound\ type IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS2-approx(10) IP-EM
C00022(Pyruvate) 12 3 NA
C00024(Acetyl-CoA) 7 3 NA
C00033(Acetate) no solution 3 NA
C00036(Oxaloacetate) 3 2 NA
C00074(Phosphoenolpyruvate) no solution no solution NA
All the above 5 compounds no solution no solution NA

Table 4.17: Solutions given by IP-FVS1, IP-FVS1-approx(10), IP-FVS2, IP-FVS2-approx(10) and IP-EM for each
target compound with Dataset 3.

target compound type the obtained solution
C00022 IP-FVS1 R00200, R00212, R00214(N1), R00220, R00470(N1),

R00703, R00704(N1), R00782, R00896, R02320,
R05605(N1), R05636

IP-FVS1-approx(10) R03105 is chosen instead of R00896.
IP-FVS2 NA
IP-FVS2-approx(10) R00200, R00470(N1), R01220
IP-EM NA

C00024 IP-FVS1 R00212, R00228, R00230, R00238(N1), R01177(N1),
R04386(N1), R05351

IP-FVS1-approx(10) the same as the above
IP-FVS2 NA
IP-FVS2-approx(10) R00212, R03026(N1), R05351
IP-EM NA

C00033 IP-FVS1 no solution
IP-FVS2 NA
IP-FVS2-approx(10) R00212, R00238(N1), R05351
IP-EM NA

C00036 IP-FVS1 R00345, R00355, R00483(N1)
IP-FVS1-approx(10) R00345, R00355, R00357
IP-FVS2 NA
IP-FVS2-approx(10) R00345, R00485(N1)
IP-EM NA

∗ ”(N1)” indicates that the reaction appears inN1, but not inN2.

When the target compound is C00022 (pyruvate), the solution obtained by IP-FVS1 is
{R00200, R00212, R00214, R00220, R00470, R00703, R00704, R00782, R00896, R02320,
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R05605, R05636}, the solution given by IP-FVS1-approx(10) is almost the same, but R00896
is replaced by R03105. Although IP-FVS2 cannot obtain a solution, IP-FVS2-approx(10) ob-
tains the solution{R00200, R00470, R01220}. The relations among solution obtained by each
method and the predecessors of the target compound inN1 andN2 are described in Table S10
of supplemental data.

When the target compound is C00024(acetyl-CoA), IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS1-approx(10) ob-
tain the same solution{R00212, R00228, R00230, R00238, R01177, R04386, R05351}. Al-
though IP-FVS2 cannot obtain a solution, IP-FVS2-approx(10) gives{R00212, R03026, R05351}.
The relations among the selected reactions and predecessors of the target compound are de-
scribed in Table S11 of supplemental data.

Next, when the target compound is C00033(acetate), FVS-type1 has no solution and IP-
FVS2 cannot complete the calculation within 2 h, whereas IP-FVS2-approx(10) obtains the so-
lution {R00212, R00238, R05351} (See also Table S12 in supplemental data). When the target
compound is C00036(oxaloacetate), the solutions given by IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS1-approx(10)
are{R00345, R00355, R00483} and{R00345, R00355, R00357} respectively. Although IP-
FVS2 cannot complete the calculation, IP-FVS2-approx(10) obtains the solution{R00345,
R00485}. The relation is summarized in Table S13 of supplemental data.

Finally, when the target compound is C00074(phosphoenolpyruvate) or“5 compounds,” nei-
ther FVS-type1 nor FVS-type2 has solutions.

4.4 Theoretical results

Solving ILP is NP-complete. However, it does not mean that a problem that can be formalized
as ILP is NP-complete. Therefore, in this section, we prove that MKMN-B and MKMN-EM
are NP-complete, and show the appropriateness of formalizing MKMN-B and MKMN-EM as
ILP.

Theorem 4.4.1.MKMN-B is NP-complete even if the maximum degree is limited to 2, and the
substrates and products of a reaction inN1 are the same as those inN2.

Proof: The proof of the NP-hardness is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [81]. The NP-completeness
of the decision version of MKMN-B is shown by the polynomial time reduction from the de-
cision version of the Hitting Set Problem (HSP). The former aims to determine whether there
exists|Va| ≤ z, whose MaxVA satisfies thatv1 = 0 for all v1 ∈ Vt1 andv2 = 1 for all v2 ∈ Vt2

hold. Given a set of elementsX = {x1, . . . , xn}, a set of subsetsS = {S1, . . . , Sm}, and
an integerz, the HSP determines whetherY (Y ⊂ X) exists such thatSi ∩ Y ̸= ϕ for any
i = 1, . . . ,m and|Y | ≤ z [10].
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When an instance of HSP withX, S andz is given,N1 andN2 of MKMN-B are constructed
as follows.

Vc1 = {cx1 , . . . , cxn , c0, ct}, Vs1 = {c0}, Vt1 = {ct},
Vr1 = {rx1 , . . . , rxn} ∪ {rs1 . . . , rsm}
E1 = {(c0, rx1), . . . , (c0, rxn)} ∪ {(rx1 , cx1), . . . , (rxn , cxn)}

∪{(rs1 , ct), . . . , (rsm , ct)} ∪ {(cxi
, rsj)|xi ∈ Sj},

Vc2 = {c1, ct}, Vs2 = {c1}, Vt2 = {ct},
Vr2 = {r1},
E2 = {(c1, r1), (r1, ct)}.

For example, if an instance of the HSP is given asX = {1, 2, 3, 4} andS = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3},
{1, 4}, {3, 4}}, thenN1 andN2 of MKMN-B are constructed as shown in Fig.4.6 (A). This
conversion can be conducted in polynomial time.

Figure 4.6:Example of the polynomial time reduction from the HSP.(A)N1 andN2 of MKMN-B are con-
structed from an instance of the HSP withX = {1, 2, 3, 4} andS = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 4}, {3, 4}}.
(B)Compound nodes with outdegree greater than 2 can be converted to nodes with outdegree at most 2. (C)Reaction
nodes with indegree greater than 2 can be converted to nodes with indegree at most 2.

In the following, we show that HSP has a solution with|Y | = z if and only if MKMN-B
has a solution with|Va| = z. Suppose that HSP has a solutionY = {xi|xi ∈ Y }. Then,
Va = {rxi

|xi ∈ Y } is a solution of MKMN-B since|Y | = |Va| holds. Next, suppose that
MKMN-B has a solutionVa. If rsi ∈ Va holds, thenV ′

a, whereV ′
a is obtained by replacing
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rsi with rxj
satisfying(cxj

, rsi) ∈ E1 is also a solution. Therefore, we can assume, without
generality thatVa does not includersi. Then,Y = {xj|rxj

∈ Va} is a solution of the HSP. Since
the decision version of MKMN-B is clearly in NP, it belongs to NP-complete.

Each node with degree greater than 2 can be converted into nodes with degree at most 2
by the methods shown in Fig.4.6 (B) and (C). Since reactions inN1 andN2 created by this
reduction do not intersect, MKMN-B is NP-hard, even when reactions common to bothN1 and
N2 have the same substrates and the same products.

□

Theorem 4.4.2.MKMN-EM is NP-hard even if the maximum degree is limited to 2, and the
substrates and products of a reaction inN1 are the same as those inN2.

Proof: InN1 of the proof of Theorem4.4.1with c0 ∈ Vex1, there aremEMs{AEM1 , . . . , AEMm}
with ct = 1 wherersi = 1 holds only forAEM i

. If the HSP has a solutionY = {xi|xi ∈ Y },
thenN1 = {Vc1 , Vr1 \ Va, E1} for Va = {rxi

|xi ∈ Y } does not have any EM withct = 1. On
the other hand, suppose thatN1 = {Vc1 , Vr1 \ Va, E1} does not have any EM withct = 1. If
Va includes somersi, thenrsi can be replaced with somerxj

satisfying(cxj
, rsi) ∈ E1 since

N1 = {Vc1 , Vr1 \ {Va \ {rsi}} \ {rxj
}, E1} does not have any EM withct = 1 either. Therefore

we can assume without generality thatVa does not include anyrsi. Then,Y = {xi|rxi
∈ Va}

is the solution of HSP. The other parts of the proof are as in those in Theorem4.4.1other than
c1 ∈ Vex2 is assumed.

□

Theorem 4.4.3.MKMN-EM is NP-complete even if EMs ofN1 andN2 are given.

Proof: If the sets of reactions ofN1 andN2 have no intersections, then the problem can clearly
be reduced to the HSP for EMs ofN1. Note that the completeness holds for the number of EMs,
but not for the number of nodes since the number of EMs may be exponential to the number of
nodes.

□

4.5 Discussion

In this study, we proposed MKMN-B and MKMN-EM to solve the MKMN problem, where
MKMN-B uses the Boolean model, and MKMN-EM uses the elementary mode(EM)-based
model.

We implemented the ILP methods of MKMN-B and MKMN-EM in computational exper-
iments, using metabolic networks ofbifidobacterium longum DJO10A(BLJ) andclostridium
perfringens SM101(CPR) forN1 andN2, respectively. The Datasets 1, 2 and 3 include 155,
650 and 2340 nodes in total respectively. From Tables4.8, 4.11, 4.14and4.16, it is seen that
MKMN tends to have no solution for smaller networks, but has solutions for larger networks.
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However, Tables4.13and4.14show that solving MKMN for large networks is computationally
very expensive. In particular, IP-FVS2 and the IP-EM could not finish the computation within 2
hours for most cases. Tables4.15and4.16show that IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-approx can
solve MKMN-B very efficiently even for large networks. Although optimality is not ensured by
IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-approx, the solutions they produced are optimal for most cases
in the Dataset 3 experiment as shown in Table4.17. Furthermore, since MKMN-B belongs to
NP, it is not difficult to confirm that the obtained solutions by IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-
approx satisfy that the target compound is not producible inN1 but producible inN2 even for
non-restricted time steps.

We also analyzed the obtained solutions by checking the relation among the predecessors
of N1 andN2, and the selected reactions. From Tables S5, S10 and S11, it may be thought
that the solutions given by IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS1-approx are trivial when the predecessors of
N2 are not a subset of those ofN1 since choosing all predecessors ofN1 clearly satisfies the
condition of MKMN-B. However, Tables S3 and S7 show that this method cannot always obtain
the correct solution. On the other hand, when the predecessors ofN2 are a subset of those ofN1,
the obtained solution is complex as shown in Table S4. It seems that the solutions given by IP-
FVS2, IP-FVS2-approx, and IP-EM are somewhat involved, and it is difficult to infer solutions
from these tables. Since a smaller set of inhibited reactions is preferable, solutions of IP-FVS2
and IP-EM are considered to be better than those from IP-FVS1. Moreover, for large networks,
since IP-FVS2 and IP-EM are generally unable to complete the calculation, IP-FVS2-approx is
considered to be the best method, although the optimality of its solution is not ensured in the
worst-case scenario.

As theoretical results, we proved that MKMN-B is NP-complete for the number of nodes,
MKMN-EM is NP-hard for the number of nodes, and MKMN-EM is NP-complete for the
number of EMs.
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Chapter 5

Computing the minimum reaction
modifications of the metabolic networks

5.1 Background

Mathematical modeling of metabolic networks often consists of two phases, construction and
completion [46]. The construction phase infers a metabolic reaction list from annotated genome
sequence. The completion phase converts the reaction list, associated nutrient, secretion, and
biomass metabolite sets into a mathematical model. For small networks, ordinary differential
equation (ODE) models are often used as it has a detailed explanatory power. However, the
ODE model is computationally very expensive. Therefore, flux balance analysis (FBA) models
are often used for genome scale metabolic networks.

Many gap-filling and orphan-filling techniques have been developed for the completion
phase of the FBA model [63]. Gap occurs when the reaction that consumes or produces a par-
ticular metabolite is completely unknown. Orphans occur when a particular reaction is known
to occur, but it is not known which gene encodes the catalyzing enzyme.

The Biochemical Network Integrated Computational Explorer (BNICE) identifies all bio-
chemical reactions that could link two metabolites [28]. The algorithm GapFind and GapFill
are mixed integer programming (MILP) algorithms that can identify every gap and minimize
the total number of gaps in the FBA model, respectively [45]. GrowMatch uses experimen-
tally determined gene essentiality data to identify incorrect model predictions [44]. SMILEY is
another constraint-based completion method using the relation between different nutrients and
metabolite producibility [66]. Optimal Metabolic Network Identification (OMNI) is another
MILP-based algorithm using data of13C labeling experiments [22]. OMNI compares experi-
mentally measured fluxes to fluxes predicted by FBA, and then attempt to minimize the total
difference between measured and predicted fluxes by adding or removing reactions [31].

Many gene knockout strategy simulations have been conducted for the obtained FBA mod-
els. The standard version of FBA maximizes the biomass objective function. Segreet al.
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minimizes the difference between the wild and the knocked-out flows in the minimization of
metabolic adjustment method (MOMA) [73]. Shlomiet al. assesses the range of this difference
[74] by Flux variability analysis (FVA). The optimal knockout strategies have been developed
based on such flow models. Optknock [15] and RobustKnock [84] determine which reactions
should be knocked-out to maximize the biomass objective function. For an inner problem of
bilevel programming, Optknock maximizes the biomass objective function, but RobustKnock
minimizes it.

The FBA model is suitable for the initial construction and completion phases. However,
the elementary mode (EM) model and the Boolean model are also useful for studying gene
knockout strategies if we focus on producibility of metabolites. The EM is a minimal set of
reactions in a steady state, in which all irreversible reactions are used in the appropriate direction
[70, 71]. EM does not require a biomass objective function. The Boolean model of metabolic
networks represent reactions and compounds by “AND” and “OR” nodes, respectively, The
network is a bipartite graph in the Boolean model.

Fig. 5.1describes the difference of gene knockout simulations between the FBA model and
the Boolean model. Rectangles and Circles represent reactions and compounds, respectively.
{c1, c3, c7, c9} is a set of source compounds, and assumed to be supplied by external environ-
ment. Suppose thatr3 is inhibited. Then,r4 cannot take place in either model. In the FBA
model,r5 does not take place either, whereas,r5 takes place in the Boolean model.

For the gene knockout strategy simulation in the EM models, a minimal cut set (MCS)
is the minimal set of reactions whose inactivation leads to a failure of the specified reactions
[41, 42]. Computing the MCS is NP-hard [2]. MCSs in a metabolic network are EMs in a dual
network [11]. FluxAnalyzer (FA) [42] and CellNetAnalyzer (CNA) [43] can calculate EMs
and MCSs. FA and CNA are MATLAB-based tools, and are utilized for many network-based
problems. Because knockouts may induce side-effects that disable the desired functionality, the
constrained MCS allows additional constraints that preserve a set of desired modes [25].

Figure 5.1: Whenr3 is knocked out,c10 is not producible in the FBA model, but producible in the Boolean model.
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For the Boolean model, the Boolean reaction cut (BRC) problem minimizes the number of
inhibited reactions to make target compounds non-producible [83]. Tamuraet al. developed
an integer linear programming (ILP)-based method for BRC, and analyzed the computational
complexity [81]. The damage estimates the side-effect of reaction knockouts by the number of
affected reactions [51]. OPMET is a branch-and-bound-based algorithm which minimizes the
damage to non-target nodes [77].

On the other hand, the minimum reaction insertion (MRI) problem is to minimize additional
reactions so that the target compound becomes producible in a Boolean metabolic network
[54]. In this research, we combine BRC and MRI, and study Boolean reaction modification
(BRM ) problem. In BRM, we initially have a base network, called a host network. Suppose
that the host network produces some undesirable compounds, called the toxic compounds. We
should inhibit (remove) reactions in the host network so that the toxic compounds become
non-producible. At the same time, suppose that the host network has some potential reactions
that are given by a reference network and not available in the initial state, and the initial host
network cannot produce some necessary compounds included in the reference network. The
other purpose of BRM is to add reactions from the reference network so that the necessary
compounds become producible. BRM should minimize the total number of removed and added
reactions for realizing these two purposes at a time. In our computational experiments, the
reference network consists of all ortholog reactions of all organisms in the KEGG database.
This allows us to focus on biologically feasible reactions, and narrow down the search space of
additional candidate reactions to a realistic size.

The problem setting of BRM is not only for design and modification in synthetic biology, but
also for correction of existing knowledge. In the latter case, the host network corresponds to the
existing knowledge, and the resulting network of BRM corresponds to the updated knowledge.

Because BRM is NP-complete as shown in “Theoretical results” section, we develop an
integer linear programming [69] (ILP )-based methods for it. Although solving ILP is also
NP-complete, we develop an efficient ILP formalization for BRM. Our developed methods
are implemented with an efficient free ILP solver called CPLEX [1]. To account for effect of
directed cycles appropriately, we utilize the notion of the maximal valid assignment (MaxVA )
for the toxic compound constraint, and the minimal valid assignment (MinVA ) for the necessary
compound constraint. To calculate the MaxVA and MinVA in a networkN , we develop a simple
but novel idea:N is duplicated intoN1 andN2, and the MaxVA and MinVA are applied toN1

andN2, respectively, but the same modifications are applied toN1 andN2. As demonstrated
in [54] and [83], notion of time is useful for calculating the MaxVA and MinVA. However, a
naive ILP formalization for it needsO((m + n)2) variables, wherem andn are the numbers
of compounds and reactions, respectively. Using the idea of feedback vertex sets (FVS) [83],
we can reduce it toO(f(m + n)), wheref is the size of an FVS. Thus, we develop an ILP-
based methodIP-BRM for BRM utilizing FVS. If the MaxVA is strictly applied toN1, an
original reversible reaction works as if it is a source node. Note that each reversible reaction
is decomposed into two irreversible reactions in our methods. IP-BRM usesO(f(m + n))
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time steps. Because this may be too large for large networks, we develop fast approximation
algorithmsIP-BRM( t), in which the number of time steps is limited tot. IP-BRM(t) does not
ensure optimality of the solutions, andf time steps are necessary to ensure it for the worst case.
However, a relatively smallt is enough for most cases.

We conduct computer experiments for BRM using metabolic networks ofEscherichia coli
(E.coli) as a host network, and the reference network of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) [37]. The reference network of KEGG includes ortholog reactions of all
organisms in the database. The results show that IP-BRM(t) can appropriately solve BRM for
genome scale metabolic networks.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Main problems

In this subsection, we explain the main problem,Boolean Reaction Modifications(BRM ),
using examples. The mathematical definitions are given in the next subsection.

Suppose that the network of Fig.5.2 is given. Rectangles and circles represent reactions
and compounds, respectively. For example,r5 is a reaction, its substrates arec2 andc7, and its
products arec5 andc10. Gray circlesc1, c2, c3, c6, c7 represent source nodes, and are assumed
to be provided by external environment. Black circlesc5 andc10 are toxic and necessary com-
pounds, respectively. The purpose of BRM is to make toxic compounds non-producible, and
necessary compounds producible. However, initially, only the host network, which is shown by
the dotted rectangle, is available. Because additional reactions should be biologically feasible
and the size of search space should be moderate, we utilize the reference network, that includes
all reactions and compounds of all organisms in a database. We can remove reactions in the
host network, and add reactions not included in the host network but included in the reference
network. In Fig. 5.2, the host network includes{r1, r2, r3}, but does not include{r4, r5, r6}.
Therefore, we should remove certain reactions from{r1, r2, r3}, and add certain reactions from
{r4, r5, r6} so thatc5 becomes non-producible, andc10 becomes producible in the resulting net-
work. BRM should minimize the total number of removed and added reactions. To makec5
non-producible, removingr1 is efficient. However, if we remover1, thenr6 never takes place.
Therefore, addingr5 is necessary to producec10. However, ifr5 takes place, thenc5 becomes
producible. Therefore, we cannot remover1. Consequently, we should remove{r2, r3} so that
c5 becomes non-producible. Since we cannot addr5, we should add{r4, r6} so thatc10 becomes
producible. Thus, the solution of BRM is removing{r2, r3}, and adding{r4, r6}.

If the network includes directed cycles, we should consider the maximal valid assignment
(MaxVA), and minimal valid assignment (MinVA) [54, 83]. Suppose that the network of
Fig. 5.3 (A) is given. The host network includes{r1, r2, r3}, but does not include{r4, r5}.
{c2, c3, c8} is a set of source nodes.c6 andc11 are the toxic and necessary compounds, respec-
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Figure 5.2: An example for BRM. The solution is removing{r2, r3}, and adding{r4, r6}.

tively. The BRM solution is removing eitherr1 or r2, and adding{r4, r5}. However, if we only
consider the Boolean constraints, only addingr5 looks like a solution. Even if no reaction is re-
moved,(c1, r1, c4, r2, c6) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) satisfies the Boolean relation. Furthermore, if we add
only r5, (c7, r3, c5, c9, r5, c11) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is satisfied. This occurs because initial values
are not given other than source nodes. To exclude such ambiguity, we consider MaxVA and
MinVA, the given network is duplicated intoN1 andN2, N1 is to make the toxic compound
non-producible, andN2 is to make the necessary compound producible. MaxVA is applied to
N1, and so the initial value of each node is 1. MinVA is applied toN2, and so the initial value of
each node is 0 other than source nodes. Note that topologies ofN1 andN2 are the same, how-
ever, assigned values are different. ForN1 of Fig. 5.3 (A), (c1, r1, c4, r2, c6) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is
initially assigned. Therefore, we need to remove eitherr1 or r2 to makec6 non-producible. On
the other hand, forN2 of Fig. 5.3 (A), (c7, r3, c5, c9, r5, c11, r4) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is initially
assigned. Therefore, adding{r4, r5} is necessary to makec11 producible.

Intuitively, the MaxVA can be calculated as follows. Initially, 1 is assigned to each node, but
0 is assigned to each removed reaction, 0s affect neighbor nodes in the next time steps according
to the Boolean constraints, and the finally converged 0-1 assignment is the MaxVA. Similarly,
the MinVA is obtained as follows. Initially 0 is assigned to each node other than the source
nodes. 1’s assigned to source nodes gradually affect other nodes including additional reactions.
Finally, 0-1 assignment converges. This is the MinVA. In these naive methods, to ensure that
the 0-1 assignment converges, the number of time steps should be the same as the total number
of nodes.
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Figure 5.3: (A)An example for BRM including directed cycles. The MaxVA and MinVA should be considered.
The solution is removing eitherr1 or r2, and adding{r4, r5}. (B)r2 is decomposed intor2 andsr2, andr3 is
decomposed intor3 andsr3 in the FVS-based method.

5.2.2 Mathematical definitions of BRM

In this subsection, we provide a mathematical definition of BRM. A metabolic network is a
directed bipartite graphN = (Vc, Vr, E), whereVc is a set of compound nodes,Vr is a set of
reaction nodes, andE is a set of directed edges. Neighbors of compound nodes are always
reaction nodes, and neighbors of reaction nodes are always compound nodes. Either ”0” or
”1” is assigned to each node. ”1” means that the corresponding reaction takes place, or the
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corresponding compound exists. ”0” means that the corresponding reaction does not take place,
or the corresponding compound does not exist. LetVs ⊆ Vc, Vt ⊆ Vc, andVn ⊆ Vc be sets
of source nodes, toxic nodes, and necessary nodes, respectively. The source nodes have no
incoming edges, and are always assigned 1.

A host networkG1 = (Vc1, Vr1, E1) and a reference networkG2 = (Vc2, Vr2, E2) are
metabolic networks, andG1 is an induced subgraph ofG2 by Vc1 andVr1. Let Vc3 = Vc2 \ Vc1

andVr3 = Vr2 \ Vr1 beadditional compound nodesandadditional reaction candidate nodes,
respectively. LetVrem ⊆ Vr1 andVadd ⊆ Vr3 be removed reactionsandadditional reactions,
respectively.

Let A be a 0-1 assignment to nodes of a metabolic network.A is calledvalid assignment
(VA ), if it satisfies each of the following:

• For eachv ∈ Vs, v = 1 holds.

• For eachv ∈ Vc \ Vs, v = 1 if and only if there is someu ∈ Vr such that(u, v) ∈ E and
u = 1 holds.

• For eachv ∈ Vr1, v = 1 holds if and only ifv /∈ Vrem andu = 1 holds for all(u, v) ∈ E.

• For eachv ∈ Vr3, v = 1 holds if and only ifv ∈ Vadd andu = 1 holds for all(u, v) ∈ E.

• For eachv ∈ Vt, v = 0 holds.

• For eachv ∈ Vn, v = 1 holds.

A is theMaxVA for Vrem ∪ Vadd, if A is valid for a givenVrem ∪ Vadd and the number of 1s
is the maximal.A is theMinVA for Vrem ∪ Vadd, if A is valid for a givenVrem ∪ Vadd and the
number of 1s is the minimal.

Then, BRM is mathematically defined as follows:

Problem: BRM (Boolean Reaction Modifications)

• Input: A host networkG1 = (Vc1, Vr1, E1), a reference networkG2 = (Vc2, Vr2, E2),
source compoundsVs ⊂ Vc2, toxic compoundsVt ⊂ Vc1, and necessary compounds
Vn ⊂ Vc3.

• Output: The minimum cardinality setVrem ∪ Vadd with Vrem ∈ Vr1 andVadd ∈ Vr3 such
that MaxVA forG2 satisfies that everyv ∈ Vt is 0, and MinVA forG2 satisfies that every
v ∈ Vn is 1.
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5.2.3 Integer linear programming-based method for BRM

Since BRM is NP-complete as shown in “Theoretical results” section, we develop ILP-based
methods for it. In ILP, linear equations or inequalities must be used for representing any
Boolean relations.

The Boolean “AND” is represented by

ky ≤ x1 + x2 + . . .+ xk,

y ≥ x1 + . . .+ xk − (k − 1),

where all variables are binary [4]. Similarly, the Boolean “OR” is represented by

ky ≥ x1 + x2 + . . .+ xk,

y ≤ x1 + . . .+ xk,

where all variables are binary.
As described in the subsection “Main problems”, it is reasonable to use notion of time to

compute the MaxVA and MinVA. However, the naive method usesO((m + n)2) variables,
becausem+n time steps are necessary to ensure the optimality of the solution, wherem andn
are the numbers of compounds and reactions, respectively. To reduce the number of time steps
in the ILP formalization, Tamuraet al. utilized feedback vertex sets (FVS) [83]. The FVS is
a set of nodes whose removal results in acyclic graphs. For example, in Fig.5.3 (A), {r2, r3}
is an FVS since the resulting network does not include directed cycles if{r2, r3} is removed.
Let f be the size of FVS. The FVS-based method can reduce the number of time steps from
O(m+ n) toO(f) [83]. IP-BRM is an ILP-based formalization for solving BRM utilizing the
FVS-based method. IP-BRM for Fig.5.3(A) is as follows. Note that{r2, r3} is the FVS,r2 is
decomposed intor2 andsr2, andr3 is decomposed intor3 andsr3 as shown in Fig.5.3(B).

In the FVS-based method, the time step increases by one only when the the value of “s”
node is copied to the “sr” node (sp-node in Fig.5.4). In Fig. 5.3 (B), sinceN1 considers the
MaxVA, sr2, sr3, and all source nodes are assigned 1 att = 0 in N1. Note that these 1s affect
all nodes att = 0 if no reaction is knocked out. Ifr1 is knocked out, all nodes become 1 at
t = 0 other than{r1, c4, r2}. Thenr2 = 0 at t = 0 is copied tosr2 = 0 at t = 1, andc1 andc6
also become 0 att = 1.

In the following, we explain the proposed ILP formalization using examples. It is straight-
forward to extend the examples to a general case.

Maximize
ER1 + ER2 + ER3 - ER4 - ER5 (1)

Subject to
/* the toxic compound (2)
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C6 N1(f ) =0,
/* the necessary compound (3)

C9 N2(f ) =1,
/* source nodes (4)

C2=C3=C8=1,
for t = 0 to f , (5)

/* MaxVA for N1

/* reaction 1 (6)
3R1 N1(t) ≤ C1 N1(t) + C2 + ER1,
R1 N1(t) ≥ C1 N1(t) + C2 + ER1 -2,

/* reaction 2 (7)
3R2 N1(t) ≤ C3 + C4N1(t) + ER2,
R2 N1(t) ≥ C3 + C4N1(t) + ER2 -2,

/* reaction 3 (8)
2R3 N1(t) ≤ C7 N1(t) + ER3,
R3 N1(t) ≥ C7 N1(t) + ER3 -1,

/* reaction 4 (9)
3R4 N1(t) ≤ C2 + C8 + ER4,
R4 N1(t) ≥ C2 + C8 + ER4 -2,

/* reaction 5 (10)
3R5 N1(t) ≤ C5 N1(t) + C9 N1(t) + ER5,
R5 N1(t) ≥ C5 N1(t) + C9 N1(t) + ER5 -2,

/* compound 1 (11)
C1 N1(t) = SR2N1(t),

/* compound 4 (12)
C4 N1(t) = R1 N1(t),

/* compound 5 (13)
2C5 N1(t) ≥ SR3N1(t) + R4 N1(t),
C5 N1(t) ≤ SR3N1(t) + R4 N1(t),

/* compound 6 (14)
C6 N1(t) = SR2N1(t),

/* compound 7 (15)
C7 N1(t) = R5 N1(t),

/* compound 9 (16)
2C9 N1(t) ≥ SR3N1(t) + R4 N1(t),
C9 N1(t) ≤ SR3N1(t) + R4 N1(t),

/* compound 10 (17)
C10 N1(t) = R4 N1(t),

/* compound 11 (18)
C11 N1(t) = R5 N1(t),
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/* r copied to s (19)
SR2N1(t+1) = R2 N1(t),
SR3N1(t+1) = R3 N1(t),

/* initial values for SR (20)
SR2N1(0)=SR3N1(0)=1,

/* MinVA for N2

/* reaction 1 (21)
3R1 N2(t) ≤ C1 N2(t) + C2 + ER1,
R1 N2(t) ≥ C1 N2(t) + C2 + ER1 -2,

/* reaction 2 (22)
3R2 N2(t) ≤ C3 + C4N2(t) + ER2,
R2 N2(t) ≥ C3 + C4N2(t) + ER2 -2,

/* reaction 3 (23)
2R3 N2(t) ≤ C7 N2(t) + ER3,
R3 N2(t) ≥ C7 N2(t) + ER3 -1,

/* reaction 4 (24)
3R4 N2(t) ≤ C2 + C8 + ER4,
R4 N2(t) ≥ C2 + C8 + TER4 -2,

/* reaction 5 (25)
3R5 N2(t) ≤ C5 N2(t) + C9 N2(t) + ER5,
R5 N2(t) ≥ C5 N2(t) + C9 N2(t) + ER5 -2,

/* compound 1 (26)
C1 N2(t) = SR2N2(t),

/* compound 4 (27)
C4 N2(t) = R1 N2(t),

/* compound 5 (28)
2C5 N2(t) ≥ SR3N2(t) + R4 N2(t),
C5 N2(t) ≤ SR3N2(t) + R4 N2(t),

/* compound 6 (29)
C6 N2(t) = SR2N2(t),

/* compound 7 (30)
C7 N2(t) = R5 N2(t),

/* compound 9 (31)
2C9 N2(t) ≥ SR3N2(t) + R4 N2(t),
C9 N2(t) ≤ SR3N2(t) + R4 N2(t),

/* compound 10 (32)
C10 N2(t) = R4 N2(t),

/* compound 11 (33)
C11 N2(t) = R5 N2(t),
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/* r copied to s (34)
SR2N2(t+1) = R2 N2(t),
SR3N2(t+1) = R3 N2(t),

/* initial values for SR (35)
SR2N2(0)=SR3N2(0)=0,

where all variables are binary. In the above ILP formalization, ”R”, ”C” and ”ER” stand for the
reaction, compound and enzyme nodes, respectively. ”SR” stands for newly created nodes from
FVS denoted by ”sr”. With the exception of enzyme nodes and the source compound nodes,
the variable name of each node consists of the node name and either ”N1” or ” N2”, where
the node names of the compoundci and reactionrj are represented by Ci and Rj respectively.
ERi is the enzyme node variable for reaction ri. The name of thesrk node is represented
by SRk.” N1” and ” N2” denote which network the node is considered by. For example, the
variable C1N1 denotes the compoundc1 of N1, and the variable R3N2 denotes the reactionr3
of N2.

An enzyme node for a reaction in the host network represents whether the reaction is
knocked out. On the other hand, an enzyme node for a reaction not included in the host network
represents whether the reaction is added. For example, ER2 represents whether R2 is knocked
out, while ER4 represents whether R4 is added.

Each variable in the above formulas must take either 1 (true) or 0 (false), and the variables in
parentheses represent the time steps. For the variables of reactions, 1 means the reaction takes
place, and 0 means the reaction does not take place. For example, R2N1(1) = 1 means the
reactionr2 of N1 takes place at time step 1, and R3N2(2) = 0 means the reactionr3 of N2 does
not take place at time step 2. On the other hand, for the variables of compounds, 1 means the
compound exists, and 0 means the compound does not exist. For example, C1N1(1)=1 means
the compoundc1 of N1 exists at time step 1, and C5N2(2)=0 means the compoundc5 of N2

does not exist at time step 2.
For the enzyme variables in the host network, 1 means that the reaction is not knocked out,

while 0 means that the reaction is knocked out, and for the enzyme variables not included the
host network, 1 means that the reaction is added, while 0 means that the reaction is not added.
For example, in the host network, ER2=0 means thatr2 is knocked out, and ER2=1 means that
r2 is not knocked out, and in the reference network, ER4=0 means thatr4 is not added, and
ER4=1 means thatr4 is added.

The enzyme variable ERj denotes whether the reactionrj is knocked out inG1, or be added
to G1 from G2. Since the the topologies ofN1 andN2 are the same, andN1 considers the
MaxVA andN2 considers the MinVA, the objective function (1) maximizes ”ER1+ER2+ER3”
to minimize the number of knocked out reactions, and maximizes ”-ER4-ER5” to minimize the
number of additional reactions, and thus maximizes ”ER1+ER2+ER3-ER4-ER5” to minimize
the sum of the numbers of knocked out and additional reactions.

The maximal number of time stepsf used in the for-loop is obtained byf = |F |+1, where
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F is the FVS of the network. ”+1” is necessary, because at least 1 time step is necessary to
calculate the BRM results even if there is no FVS in the network.

The Boolean ”AND” relation of a reaction node is converted into the linear inequalities
as shown in (6). The relation (6) represents the constraints between the reactionr1 and each
predecessor compound (c1 andc2). The value of the enzyme variable ER1 determines whether
the reactionr1 is knocked out. Since the reaction node is represented by an “AND” node, ER1
= 0 makes R1N1(t) = 0, even if C1N1(t) = 1 and C2 = 1. The constraints (21)-(35) consider
the MinVA for N2 to ensurec9 becomes producible.

The Boolean “OR” relation of a compound node is converted into the linear inequalities as
shown in relation (13), when the indegree of the compound node is more than 1. If the indegree
of the compound node is 1, we only need to copy the value of the predecessor reactions as
shown in relation (12). Each source compound is assigned 1 as shown in relation (4). ForN1,
the initial values of the SRk variables are set to 1 to realize the MaxVA as shown in relation
(20). ForN2, the initial values of the SRk variables are set to 0 to realize the MinVA as shown
in relation (35).

For the above relations, (1) is to minimize the sum of the numbers of reaction knockouts and
additional reactions. (2) indicates the toxic compoundc6 should be 0 in the MaxVA, whereas
(3) ensures that the necessary compoundc9 is 1 in the MinVA. (4) indicates thatc2, c3 andc8 are
the source compounds. Since the size of FVS is 2, the maximal time stepf in (5) is 3, wheref
= |FVS| + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3.

Relations (6)-(20) are the node constraints ofN1. Relations (6)-(10) represent the con-
straints on reactionsr1-r5, respectively, and relations (11)-(18) represent the constraints on
compoundsc1, c4, c5, c6, c7, c9, c10 andc11, respectively. In the relations (11), (13), (14) and
(16), the predecessor reactionr2 and r3 of c1, c5, c6 and c9 are replaced bysr2 andsr3 re-
spectively. Relation (19) increases the time step by 1 when the values of the reaction variables
R2 N1 and R3N1 are copied to SR2N1 and SR3N1.

Relations (21)-(35) are the node constraints forN2. These constraints makec9 = 1 in the
MinVA in N2, even some reactions are knocked out. Relations (21)-(25) give the constraints on
reactionsr1-r5, respectively, and relations (26)-(33) represent the constraints on compoundsc1,
c4, c5, c6, c7, c9, c10 andc11, respectively. Relation (34) increases the time step by 1, when the
values of the reaction variables R2N2 and R3N2 are copied to SR2N2 and SR3N2.

In IP-BRM, each reversible reaction is represented by two irreversible reactions as shown
in Fig. 5.4(A)(B). To account for the MaxVA and the FVS-based method, the cycle consisting
of {c1, p1, c2, q1} should also be decomposed. In Fig.5.4(B), p1 is decomposed intop1 andsp1
as (C).

First of all the minimal number of reaction knockouts in the host network is calculated as
shown in (6)-(20), and then the minimal number of additional reactions for the host network is
calculated in our IP-BRM as shown in (21)-(35). If we calculate the minimal number of addi-
tional reactions at first, the undesired addition or deletion processes may occur in the reaction
nodes, which will influence the result. For example, in Fig.5.2, if we calculated the minimal
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Figure 5.4: (A)a reversible reactionr1 (B)r1 is represented by two irreversible reactionsp1 and q1. (C)p1 is
decomposed intop1 andsp1 by the FVS-based method. The time step increases by 1 only when the value of
p-nodes are copied tosp-nodes.

number of additional reactions at first, the result would ber5. It shows that we only need to
addr5 to the host network so that the necessary compoundc10 becomes producible in the host
network, where an addition process occurs inr5. Then the minimal reaction knockouts of the
host network is calculated, the result is{r2, r3, r5}. It shows that we need to deleter2, r3 and
r5 so that the toxic compoundc5 is not producible in the host network. Here, a deletion process
also occurs inr5, and the solution of MKMN for Fig.5.2is deleting{r2, r3, r5} and no reaction
is added to the host network from the reference network.

Though the total cost is less than that of calculating the minimal reaction knockouts first
(If we calculate the minimal reaction knockouts first, the total cost will be 5 (three deletions
and two additions). On the other hand, if we calculate the minimal reaction additions first,
the total cost will be 4 (three deletions and one addition)), the result is obviously not correct.
Therefore, we calculate the minimal reaction knockouts first, and then calculate the minimal
reaction additions in IP-BRM for getting the correct result.

IP-BRM usesO(f(m + n)) variables, wheref andm + n are the numbers of time steps
and nodes, respectively. This may be too large for large networks. To reduce it, we develop fast
approximation algorithms, IP-BRM(t), in which the number of time steps is limited tot. To
ensure the optimality of the solutions of IP-BRM(t), t must bef for the worst case. However,
this depends on topology of the network, and relatively smallt may be enough in most real
networks. Although the IP-BRM(t) solution may not be optimal, we can check whether it
satisfies the condition of BRM. Note that the check takes only polynomial time since BRM is
in NP as shown in “Theoretical results” section.
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5.3 Computer experiments

We conducted computational experiments on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 0, 2.90GHz
with cache size 20.48 MB, operating system on SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 (x86
64). CPLEX version 12.4.0.0 was used as the ILP solver to obtain the global optimality [1].

G1 is a genome scale metabolic network ofE. coli, andG2 is a genome scale reference
network, which includes all ortholog reactions of all organisms in the KEGG database.G1 has
1035 compounds, and 1151 reactions, and 383 of the 1151 reactions are reversible.G2 has 2524
compounds, and 3490 reactions, and 770 of the 3490 reactions are reversible.

If some reactions ofG1 are not included inG2, we add such reactions toG2 for simplicity. In
the experiment, acetate(C00033) and ethanol(C00469) are set as the unnecessary compounds
instead of toxic compounds, methanol(C00132) and propanol(C05979) are set as necessary
compounds from the view point of potential biofuel engineering. Note that the role of unnec-
essary compounds is the same as the toxic compounds in the problem setting. CXXXXX and
RXXXXX are KEGG IDs for compounds and reactions, respectively, whereX ∈ [0− 9].

As a result,Vrem = {R00230, R00235, R00315, R00316, R00711, R00754,

R03145} and Vadd = {R00605, R01903, R01904, R02376, R02377} are obtained (See also
Fig. 5.5, 5.6, and5.7). Fig. 5.5 shows thatVrem appropriately makes C00033 and C00469
non-producible. Note that R00318 is not knocked out although R00318 can directly produce
C00033. However, since the substrate of R00318 is not produced by the host network, C00033
is not produced via R00318. Fig.5.6 shows how R01903, R01904, and R00605 ofVadd make
C00132 producible. C00085 and C00312 are producible by the host network, R01903 takes
place, C06019 becomes producible, R01904 takes place by C00312 and C06019, C00067 be-
comes producible, R00605 takes place, and C00132 becomes producible. Finally, Fig.5.7
shows how R02376 and R02377 ofVadd make C05979 producible. C00583 is producible by
the host network, R02376 takes place, C00479 becomes producible, R02377 takes place, and
C05979 becomes producible.

The elapsed time of IP-BRM(10) was 122.18 sec, in which solBRM took 20.46 sec, and
CPLEX took 101.72 sec.

If we solve this problem by exhaustive search, the number of cases isXX12 even if we
know the optimal|Vrem + Vadd|, which is not tractable in a realistic elapsed time.

5.4 Theoretical results

Although BRM is solvable by ILP and solving ILP is NP-complete, it does not mean that solving
BRM is as difficult as NP-complete problems. In this section, to show the appropriateness of
solving BRM by ILP, we mathematically prove that BRM is NP-complete.

Theorem 5.4.1.BRM is NP-complete even when the maximum indegree and outdegree are
bounded by 2.
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Figure 5.5: Acetate(C00033) and ethanol(C00469) become non-producible in the computational experi-
ment of BRM with unnecessary compounds acetate(C00033) and ethanol(C00469), and necessary compounds
methanol(C00132) and propanol(C05979).

Proof: Since the MaxVA and MinVA for eachVrem∪Vnes can be computed in polynomial time,
the decision version of BRM is in NP. To show the NP-completeness, it suffices to show NP-
hardness. The NP-hardness is proved by a polynomial time reduction from the decision version
of Hitting Set Problem (HSP). Given a set of elementsX = {x1, . . . , xn}, a set of subsets
S = {S1, . . . , Sm}, and an integerz, the HSP determines whetherY (Y ⊂ X) exists such that
Si ∩ Y ̸= ϕ for anyi = 1, . . . ,m and|Y | ≤ z [10].
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Figure 5.6: Methanol(C00132) becomes producible in the computational experiment of BRM with unnec-
essary compounds acetate(C00033) and ethanol(C00469), and necessary compounds methanol(C00132) and
propanol(C05979).

From an instance of HSP withX, S, andz, the instance of BRM is constructed as follows:

Vc1 = {cs, ca, c1,1, . . . , cn,1, c1,2, . . . , cn,2},
Vr1 = {ra, r1,1, . . . , rn,1},
E1 = {(cs, ra), (ra, ca)} ∪ {(c1,1, r1,1), . . . , (cn,1, rn,1),

(r1,1, c1,2), . . . , (rn,1, cn,2)},
Vc2 = Vc1 ∪ {c1, . . . , cm, ct},
Vr2 = Vr1 ∪ {r1, . . . , rn, rt},
Vs = {cs, c1,1, . . . , cn,1}, Vt = {ct}, Vn = {ca},
E2 = E1 ∪ {(c1,2, r1), . . . , (cn,2, cn)} ∪ {(rxi

, csj)|xi ∈ Sj}
∪{(c1, rt), . . . , (cm, rt)} ∪ {rt, ct}.
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Figure 5.7: Propanol(C05979) becomes producible in the computational experiment of BRM with unnec-
essary compounds acetate(C00033) and ethanol(C00469), and necessary compounds methanol(C00132) and
propanol(C05979).

For example, for an HSP instance X={1,2,3,4} andS = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3},
{1, 4}, {3, 4}}, the constructed BRM instance is as shown in Fig.5.8(A). The conversion takes
polynomial time ofm andn.

In the following, we show that the HSP instance has a solution with|Y | = z if and only
if the BRM instance has a solution with|Vrem| + |Vadd| = z + 2. Suppose that the HSP has a
solutionY = {xi|xi ∈ Y }. Then,Vrem = {ra} andVadd = {ri|xi ∈ Y } ∪ {rt} is a solution
of the BRM with |Vrem| + |Vadd| = z + 2. Next, suppose that the BRM has a solution where
|Vrem|+ |Vadd| = z+2. If r ̸= ra satisfiesr ∈ Vrem, {Vrem\{r}}∪Vadd is also a BRM solution.
Note thatVrem ⊆ Vr1, Vadd ⊆ Vr3, andVrem ∩ Vadd = ϕ must hold. Therefore, we can assume
that{Vrem ∪ Vadd} ⊆ {ra, rt} ∪ {r1, . . . , rn}. Then,{xi|ri ∈ Vadd} is a solution of the HSP.
Thus, BRM is NP-hard.

If a node in the constructed BRM instance has the indegree or outdegree more than two, it
is converted into nodes whose maximum indegree and outdegree are two as shown in Fig.5.8
(B)(C)(D).

□
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Figure 5.8: Polynomial time reduction from HSP. (A) the BRM instance constructed from an HSP instance with
X = {1, 2, 3, 4} andS = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 4}, {3, 4}}. (B)(C)(D) conversions for nodes with indegree
or outdegree more than 2.

5.5 Discussion

In this study, we have defined the BRM problem to determine the minimum set of reactions
consisting of removed reactions from the host network and added reactions from the reference
network so that the toxic compounds become non-producible and necessary compounds become
producible.

We developed an ILP-based method IP-BRM to solve the BRM problem. To appropriately
account for effects of directed cycles, we applied the MaxVA and MinVA for the toxic and nec-
essary compound constraints, respectively. To consider the MaxVA and MinVA in a network,
we duplicated the original networkN into N1 andN2, and applied the MaxVA and MinVA to
N1 andN2, respectively. In IP-BRM, the number of variables was reduced toO(f(m + n))

utilizing the idea of FVS. AsO(f(m + n)) is still too large for large networks, we developed
fast approximation algorithms IP-BRM(t), where the number of time steps was limited tot.
Although IP-BRM(t) does not ensure the solution optimality, we can check in polynomial time
whether solutions of IP-BRM(t) satisfy the condition of BRM.

Computer experiments were conducted using genome-scaleE.coli metabolic network as
the host network, and the KEGG reference network. The host network includes 1151 reactions
and 1035 compounds. The reference network includes 3490 reactions and 2524 compounds.
We solved this BRM by IP-BRM(10) and it took 122.18 seconds. The result showed that IP-
BRM(t) can appropriately solve BRM even for genome scale metabolic networks.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, we considered the minimum reaction modifications of metabolic networks for
constraint satisfaction. the Minimum Reaction Insertion (MRI) problem, the Minimum Knock-
out for Multiple Networks (MKMN) problem, and the Boolean Reaction Modification (BRM)
problem were proposed and studied in our research.

In Chapter 3, we dealt with the problem of MRI to determine the minimum number of
reactions from the reference so that the target compound become producble in the host network.
An integer linear programming(ILP)-based method combined with feedback vertex sets (FVS)
was developed for solving the MRI problem. Comparing the computer experiments between
the FBA-based method and our ILP-based method, we found our developed method can solve
the MRI problem appropriately even for a large scale-networks, and the result of the FBA-based
method tends to contain more reactions. The software developed in this study is available at
”http://sunflower.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp/˜ rogi/minRect/minRect.html”.

In Chapter 4, we studied the MKMN problem to determine the minimum set of reactions
whose inhibition induces that the target compounds are not producible inN1, but are producible
in N2. In this research, MKMN-B and MKMN-EM were proposed, where MKMN-B and
MKMN-EM are the Boolean version and elementary mode (EM)-based version of MKMN
respectively.

For MKMN-B, we developed an ILP-based methods IP-FVS1 and IP-FVS2 utilizing the
idea of FVS to reduce the number of variables present in the ILP formalizations. In IP-FVS1,
MaxVA and MinVA were strictly applied toN1 andN2 respectively to appropriately take the
effect of cycles into account. However, since each node in FVS works as if it were a source node
in the MaxVA, the solution obtained by IP-FVS1 is not always realistic. To avoid this problem,
IP-FVS2 does not apply MaxVA to cycles consisting only of original reversible reactions inN1.
To solve MKMN-B for large networks, we developed IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-approx.
These algorithms are fast since the number of time steps is limited to a small constant, but the
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optimality of their solutions is not ensured. We also developed IP-EM, an ILP-based method
for MKMN-EM in which every EM including a source node and a target compound is inhibited
in N1, but at least one such EM remains inN2. The corresponding software is available at
”http://sunflower.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp/˜ rogi/minFvsKO/minFvsKO.html”.

In Chapter 5, we considered the BRM problem to find the reaction set where the total num-
ber of removal reactions from the host network and added reactions from the reference network
is the minimum so that the toxic (undesired) compounds are not producible but the necessary
(desired) compounds become producible in the resulting host network. The Boolean model
was used to analyze this problem, and an ILP-based method combined with FVS was also
developed. The result of computer experiments shown that our developed method can solve
the BRM problem in genome-scale networks. Our developed software can be obtained from
”http://sunflower.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp/˜ rogi/solBRM/solBRM.html”.

6.2 Future direction

For MRI, although FBA-based methods cannot ensure the minimality of valid assignments, it
has a potential to decrease the number of integer variables. Therefore one of our ongoing works
is to formalize a problem as an FBA version of MRI.

For MKMN, it remains as a future work to develop a method of finding the smallest number
of the time steps to ensure the optimality of IP-FVS1-approx and IP-FVS2-approx. It is to be
noted that some bilevel programming-based method seems to be necessary to define MKMN
in an FBA model since FBA needs another objective function in addition to minimizing the
number of reactions.

For the improvement of the MRI and MKMN methods, applying Petri-net-based methods
[36] is also interesting since they may extract the good points of both Boolean-based methods
and FBA-based methods.

For BRM, one of future works is to improve the ILP formalizations to avoid the duplication
of the host network and the reference network.

However, developing an efficient polynomial time algorithm is almost impossible since we
proved NP-completeness of BRM even when the maximum indegree and outdegree are bounded
by two.

On the other hand, the practical use of our research is also needed by conducting the chem-
ical experiments. We hope that our research is able to contribute to the metabolic network
engineering in the synthetic biology.
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Supplemental data

Relationship tables of MKMN experiments

S 1: Relationship between inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00022 inN1 andN2 in Dataset 1.

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00200 N1 N2 - - -
R00703 N1 N2 - - -
R05605 N1 - - - ko
R04779 - - - ko ko
R01541 - - - ko -
size 3 2 no solution 2 2

S 2: Relationship between inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00074 inN1 andN2 in Dataset 1.

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00658 N1 N2 - - -
R04779 - - - ko ko
R01541 - - - ko -
size 1 1 no solution 2 1



S 3: Relationship between knocked-out nodes and predecessors of all the above 5 compounds are targets in Data1

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00200 N1 N2 - - -
R00658 N1 N2 - - -
R00703 N1 N2 - - -
R00710 N1 N2 - - -
R05605 N1 - - - ko
R00351 - N2 - - -
R04779 - - - - ko
size 5 5 no solution no solution 2

S 4: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00022 in Dataset 2

Node PredecessorsIP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00200 N1 N2 ko ko -
R00220 N1 N2 - - -
R00214 N1 - ko ko ko
R00216 N1 - ko ko ko
R01196 N1 - ko ko -
R05605 N1 - ko ko ko
R00586 - - ko - -
R00945 - - ko - -
R01512 - - - - ko
size 6 2 7 5 4

S 5: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00024 in Dataset 2

Node PredecessorsIP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00230 N1 N2 ko - -
R00238 N1 - ko - -
R01196 N1 - ko ko ko
R00209 - N2 - - -
R00351 - N2 - - -
R00352 - N2 - - -
size 3 4 3 1 1



S 6: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00033 in Dataset 2

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00315 N1 N2 - - -
R01196 - - - ko ko
size 1 1 no solution 1 1

S 7: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00036 in Dataset 2

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00345 N1 N2 - - ko
R00355 N1 - - - -
R00351 - N2 - - -
R00352 - N2 - - -
size 2 3 no solution no solution 1

S 8: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00074 in Dataset 2

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00658 N1 N2 - - -
R00199 N1 - - - ko
R00206 N1 - - - ko
R01015 - - - - ko
R01829 - - - - ko
R04533 - - - - ko
size 3 1 no solution no solution 5



S 9: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of all the above 5 compounds are targets in Dataset
2

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS2 IP-EM
R00200 N1 N2 - - -
R00220 N1 N2 - - -
R00230 N1 N2 - - -
R00315 N1 N2 - - -
R00345 N1 N2 - - -
R00658 N1 N2 - - -
R00199 N1 - - - -
R00206 N1 - - - -
R00214 N1 - - - ko
R00216 N1 - - - ko
R00238 N1 - - - -
R00355 N1 - - - -
R01196 N1 - - - -
R05605 N1 - - - ko
R00209 - N2 - - -
R00351 - N2 - - -
R00352 - N2 - - -
R01512 - - - - ko
size 14 9 no solution no solution 4

S 10: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00022 in Dataset 3

Node PredecessorsIP-FVS1 IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS2 IP-FVS2-approx(10)
R00200 N1 N2 ko ko - ko
R00212 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00220 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00703 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00782 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R02320 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R05636 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00214 N1 - ko ko - -
R00470 N1 - ko ko - ko
R00704 N1 - ko ko - -
R03105 N1 - - ko - -
R05605 N1 - ko ko - -
R00258 - N2 - - - -
R00896 - - ko - - -
R01220 - - - - - ko
size 12 8 12 12 NA 3



S 11: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00024 in Dataset 3

Node PredecessorsIP-FVS1 IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS2 IP-FVS2-approx(10)
R00212 N1 N2 ko ko - ko
R00228 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00230 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R05351 N1 N2 ko ko - ko
R00238 N1 - ko ko - -
R01177 N1 - ko ko - -
R04386 N1 - ko ko - -
R00351 - N2 - - - -
R03026 - - - - - ko
size 7 5 7 7 NA 3

S 12: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00033 in Dataset 3

Node Predecessors IP-FVS1 IP-FVS-1-approx(10) IP-FVS2 IP-FVS2-approx(10)
R00315 N1 N2 - - - -
R00317 N1 N2 - - - -
R00710 N1 N2 - - - -
R00212 - - - - - ko
R00238 - - - - - ko
R05351 - - - - - ko
size 3 3 no solution no solution NA 3

S 13: Relationship among inhibited reactions and predecessors of C00036 in Dataset 3

Node PredecessorsIP-FVS1 IP-FVS1-approx(10) IP-FVS2 IP-FVS2-approx(10)
R00345 N1 N2 ko ko - ko
R00355 N1 N2 ko ko - -
R00357 N1 N2 - ko - -
R00351 - N2 - - - -
R00483 - - ko - - -
R00485 - - - - - ko
size 3 4 3 3 NA 2
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